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ABS TRÄCT

In 7he Canterbury TaJes, Chaucer, s satiric
reappropriation of Nominalist word-play reveals the

inability of any mortal authority to impart ultimate truth.
Through his satire, Chaucer a.lso demonstrates the

instability of the meaning of the Word (as it is interpreted
by the Church) and thus the word; the resulting uncertainty
leads to a crisis which is analogous to that recognized by

twent ieth- century exlstentialists. In Chapter One, I examine

how the works of St. Augustine, St. Thomas Aquinas, Witfiam

of Ockham, and John Wyclif inform Chaucer, s poetry. I a_Iso

.incorporate the works of twentieth century theorists whose

ideas seem to be simifar to those with which Chaucer was

working. fn Chapter Two, I discuss how "The Milfer/s Tale,'

and "The Clerk's Ta.le" íflustrate the Lvays in which fanguage

can be employed to create an illusion of orthodoxy to attain
unorthodox ends. As Chapter Three demonstrates, the dangers

invoÌved in reconfiguring reality, as do the Mi_tler and the

Cferk with their misuse of scíence and philosophy, are also

implicít in the Pardone.r's failed attempt to rec.reaLe

himself through his words and his rel-ics. Chapter Four

proposes that Chauce¡'s satire in Z¡e Canterbury Tafes

demonstrates that any authority can be undermined, and that
the struggle to maintain a reLationship with God is
ultimately a matter that cannot be resolved by reason or
pious ignorance aÌone.



CHAPTER ONE

MEDIEVAI ÄND MODERN LITERARY THEORY

1. Introduction

Chaucer's pilgrimage in The Canterbury 7á-Zes represents

humanity/ s quest for knowledqe ând uÌtimate truth. In ,,The

Miller's Tale," *The Cferk's Tal,e, " and "The Pardoner,s

Tale," Chaucer satirizes the inability of finite morta.I

reason--in such authoritative forms as organized religion,
science, philosophy--to provide this truth and to explain to
humankind the nature of God and God, s relationship with His

creation. Chaucer also uses satire to investigate the nature

of language and the ways in which fanguage use.rs, in order

to preserve one particular version of truth, can

(re)interpret and manipufate words to privilege one

ideologicaÌ position whlÌe devaÌuing others. Through his
satricaÌ reappropriation of Nominafíst ideas, Chaucer

demystifies the language and rituals of the Cathofic Church;

however, he afso shows that the ability of Nominalism Ítself
to reveal truth is contingent on faith rather than on reason

and is, therefore, inadequate. Chaucer takes the Nominalist

conception of the uncertatnty of reality to an extreme: the

result is skepticism, which Sheifa Delany defines as .'that

sense of the unreliability of traditional iniormation,, (2) .

Skeptics question everything that they are told by supposed

authorities because they believe thât truth cannot be proven

by logic, experience, or tradition and is, therefore,
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unknowable. This skeptical tradition is "rooted in the

awareness of coexistent conträdictory truths and resultIs]
in the suspension of final rationaÌ judgment" (1).1 In f¡e
Tafes, Chaucer presents many possíb1e truths, none of which

can be proven absolutely by reason afone. The inability to
find a single, unquestionabfe truth resufts in a crisis
simi.lar to that faced by tlvent i eth -century Exístentialists,
in which the insignificance and meaninglessness of
humankind's existence in an uncaring world created by an

unknowable God leads to despair.

Much of fourteenth-cent uLy society revoÌved around the

rituals and teachings of the Catholic Church. The prominence

of religious themes and al.Iusions in medievaÌ Ìiterature
suggests the ímportance of the Church in dally life. Through

the Church, Christ's "Mystical Body," peopÌe had access to
redemption and grace: "Christ had chosen to manifest Himseff

under the ecclesiasticaÌ dispensations . . . for the exp.ress

purpose of enabling man to know and. love God and other men

through an integral union with Him in the life of the

Church" (Colish 2). However, the appârent materialism of the

Church left it open to charges of corruption and nepotism.

1 Delaney aÌso notes that this notion of skepticism is not
simpl-y an lmposition of modern ideas on Chaucer's vùork,. .,the
skeptical tradition is amply stated in the poet,s own time:
it is found in cosmology, metaphysics, encyclopedic
compifations, poetry, and popular treatises lTlhat
tradltion was the product of historical and cultura-I events
that had impaired certain established modes of authority and
trust" (1) .
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As the cultura.L critic Barbara Tuchman explaíns, "It]he
c.Laim of the Church to spiritual leadershlp could never be

made wholly credibfe to afÌ its communicants when it was

founded in material wealth. The more riches the Church

amassed, the more visible and disturbing became the flaw"
(6) .

The Church's perceived coruption, coupÌed with its
great influence on daily life, inspired a tradition of
religious satire and criticism in the works of medieval

authors. Anne Hudson suggests that v,/riters such as Chaucer

attack the practíces of the Church but not "lthe ChLrrch,s]

ideals, however much they argue that contemporary reality
betr:ays Ithose ideals] " (Premature 22). However, Hudson

faífs to consider that many of Chaucer, s works reveal not

only the discrepancy between the ideals the Church professed

to represent and its perceived corruption, but also the

dangers to the laity and the clergy inherent in the rituals
and the hierarchy of the Church. Chaucer uses satire to
undermine the ideafs which were the religious foundation of
medievaÌ society, and by so doing reveafs the instability of
that foundation, forcing his audience to reeva_luate the role
of the Cathofic Church in their polity.

Robert P. Miller notes that "[t]he function of the

authorities was to make possible the penetration of
\seductive coverings' which would otherwise distract the

unaided mind of .q.dam,s progeny. Truth couÌd not be

altered" (Chaucer 7); but, after being misj-ed by his
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garrulous guide and discovering the subjective nature of

authoríty itself, the narrator of The House of .t'ame dec-lares

"f r.¡o I- myself best how y stonde" (1878). "Geffrey" refuses

to foflow lndi s crlmina te 1y the advice of any person or

institution: ultimately, he chooses to remain independent.

In fact, when Chaucer finally inLroduces â "man of qret

auctorite" (2158), Lhe poem ends before "Geffrey" can record

any of his words.2 The reader is 1eft, paradoxica.lly, with

only the authority of Geffrey's experience: in the houses of
Fame and Rumour, certainty and justice are .reduced to

unrefiable words and insubstantial illusions. Similarly, in
The Canterbury TaJes, Chaucer often criticÍzes and questions

the hegemony of the Church and its clergy: the portraits in
the "The Generaf Profogue" reveal various forms of sin and

corruption, such as the Monk's wor.ld.liness, the Friar's
wantonness, and the Pardonerfs despair. The questÍonable

morality of these characters raises doubts about the

clergy' s fitness to represent Christ.
As "Christ's mysticaf body," the ro.le of the Church was

to perform God's will. Col1sh explains that medj-eval

thinkers befieved "the Being of God Himseff was the

guarantee, the criterion, and the co]rdjtjo sine qua non of

2 John Burrow discusses how fragmentary endings are enticing
to contemporary readers, who must be conscious of "the
accident and the contingent" (36); the poem may not have an
ending due to accident, loss, etc. He suggests that the
concern with "undi s criminating over- interpretat ion" (37) is
a consequence of a posLmode.rn taste for "anti-closure" (35).
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whatever men might know about Him, or about anything else"

(1). But, in "The MiÌler's Tale" and "The Clerk's TaLe,"

Chaucer inverts and parodies the ideaf of a Church created

in the image of God to demonstrâte the problematic nature of
earthfy authority. This parody sugqests that if the Church,

in all its corruption, truly represents God's wiÌl, then God

must be equafly corrupt. By exploding and inverting the

conventionaf view of God, Chaucer also explodes everythingr

guaranteed by that view and forces hís readers to question

what they know and can know about anything.

The stability of the tr{ord (and hence the word) itself
is a.Lso threatened by this inverted image of cod which

undermines humanity's abllity to knovù and understand things,

and creates the uncertainty that is characteristic of
Nominalism: it is not mere.ly possible to interpret a word or

a phrase in more than one way but/ rathe.r, inevitabfe.
.According to Nominalist theory, there a.re as many possible

interpretations of a single word as there are indj.viduals.

As a resuft, it is extremely difficult to know anything with

certainty, including God: universa.Ls and transcendent

knov'/ledge do not exist outside the mind. Russefl A. Peck

says that Nominal i sm

refutes realist premises that universals are

things of creation, províng to the contrary that

only individual things exíst and are experienced,

and that concepts beyond the individuaf are names
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only (concepts which exist exc.lusively in our

heads ) . (1 45)

One of the dangers of these intelfectual
generalizations is that the remembrances or .retelÌings of an

experience may not accurately reflect the actual thing or
event. This danger parallels the difficulty of conveylng

meaning through languagre; speakers can use words to
obfuscate and to deceive their listeners through the

recreation and relnterpre tat i on of reality accordinq to
their immediate needs.3 As peck oilserves, the ..NominaÌistic

idea that the mind and its knowledge are an onqoíng

lmagistic-linguistic process is appeafing to Chaucer,,

because the "boundaries of man,s interior reality are open

to almost limitless variation,, (747). Indeed, May, s

deception of January in ',The Merchant, s Ta.le,, is an examp.Le

of the potentia_l disjunction betvùeen internaÌ and externaÌ
real ity .

Peck also suggests that Chaucer is interested in the

moral implications of thís philosophícaf stance; if these

concepts can exist only within the mind of the individual,
even mo¡ality becornes a matter of will, human or divine,
rather than a unlversa.Ì guality inherent in a subject or an

act. t{il-liam of Ockham, a fourteenth century philosopher and

theologian, recognizes the lmportance of the individual and

3 Mis communicât ions may aÌso be
speaker's or the hearer, s side,

inadvertent, on either the
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insists that the moral-ity of any act depends upon the

intention with which the wilf has committed itseLf (Peck

146). As a resuÌt, the Pardoner sins even when he causes

people to "twynne/ From avarice and soore to repente"

(430-31) because he preaches "nothyng but for coveitise"
(433). Further, as Elizabeth D. Kirk points out, Nominalist

morality lacks the "organic quality" of Aquinas' morality in
that/ for Nomina-lists, "God does not wiJ-1 something because

it is good,- it is rgood' because he wills it - he might have

wílled it otherwise . elsewhere" (115). Thus, all things

are possible for God according to His potentia absofuta

despite the self-imposed boundaries of His pote,'ltja

ordinata¡ 4 He is obliqated to keep Hj,s covenant onfy as He

wif ls.

For Chaucer, Nominalist ideas do not provide any

ultimate ans\{ers; rather, Nominalism complicates the prob_lem

of knowledge and truth even further. Chaucer appnopriates

NominaÌíst philosophy to upset and invert Lraditional ways

of thinking, but even NominaÌism itself is not exempt from

his scrutiny. He demonstrates that the lndeterminacy of
language makes the tasks of accurately portraying and

4 Äccording to Oberman, "God can--and, in fact, has chosen
to--do certain things according to the _Iaws which he freely
estabfished, that is, de potentia oÍdinata. On the other
hand, God can do everything that does not imply
contradictionr whether God has decided to do these things
lde potentia ordinatal or not, as there are many things God
can do but which he does not hrant to do. The fatter is
called God's power de potentia absoLuta" (Harvest 37).
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understandi.¡g r:eality so hc)p,aless thât t-he Manciple ends his

tale with the declaration, "be noon auctour newe,/ of

ti.lynges" (379-360). Radical.ly Nominâl j_st qllest_ioni=nqr has

the potential lo leari tô skept-icism, to empt}' â11 things of
rnean:'.n9, ¿ntJ to â l. j.enate peopì e further from. God and each

ot-her; for the Manclpie, t-he only recoulise is silence.
LIltimately, Chaucer demonstral-es that lreason alone cannÕt

provide adequête ,ansi4reÌ:s abolit God ând the n,ât_ure of real i ty
and, in the äbsence of conc::ete evicjence, humanity must make

a leâp of fâith "to avoid agnoslicism" (Delan\¡ 2,4) and

¡^^ñ-i - 5 r-.rçÐ¡,or-1 . -111 Lrrc er,.r, Nominalism can prove nothing because

it, too, depends on faith to explâjn such problem.s as the

nâtrr re of Gôd .

When no phiì osophy ol: syster¡ of belief can provide

absolrte proôf of the exj slence and nåtutae of God, hllmans

experi ence a crjsis in faith. As Chaucer seems to have

recognì zed, many weLe disi I l.usioned by the Chr¡rch's obvious

preoccupatì on wjth maferiä l lhjngs, and their discontent was

compoìlndeci by the Chrrr:ch's inabi_1ity to prov-ì de a

satisfact-ory explanâl-ion of or meaning for such êppäre¡tl y

inexplicable events âs the Black PÌaqlte- Tlrchman explains:

If a di_saster of srrch magnittlde . was a mere

wanton act of cod or perhaps nol- God, s work at

' This fait.h may be religious or secuLar in nature: in the
former case, indivual-s place their trust in God and the
afterlife, whereas. in the Latter, individuals place their
trust in other humans or human institutions and in the
p-resent earthly life.



all, then the absolutes of a fixed order were

Ìoosed from their moorings. Minds that opened to
admit these questions could never again be shut.

Once people envisioned the possib,ility of change

in a fixed order, the end of an age of submission

came in sight; the turn to individual conscience

lay ahead. (I23)

When personal doubt and fear isolate the individual fïom

others and from God, that indlvidual faces a vold created by

the loss of fixil,y: the future becomes uncertain. Thus, in
the face of such a crisis, ltílf iam Barrett's description of
the ptight of modern humanity becomes appf icabÌe to the
fourteenth century:

The loss of the Church was the loss of a whole

system of symbols, images, dogmas, and rites which

had the psychological validity of lmmediate

experience. . . . fn losing religion, man lost the

conc.rete connection with a transcendent realm of
being; he was set free to deal with this world in
all its brute objectivity. (21)

Barrett demonstrates that without the ,,psychological

va-lidity of imrnediate experience,,, people must u_ltimately

move toward a form of personal faith: even disbefief
requires a form of faith. Many of Chaucer's ta]es
systematicaì.ly reveal the instability of philosophies that
attempt to establish themselves as .'right,, beyond doubt, and

that claim to provide a definitive solution to uncertainty,
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by stripping those phíÌosophies of their certainty and their

ability to provide meaning. Chaucer shovùs that individuals

must move beyond this spiritual and psychologricaf void and

establish for themse.lves a set of beliefs to which they can

adhere, based only on the authority of their personaÌ

experience rather than on an unattainable, absolute proof.

As Chaucer's Pardoner demonstrates, anyone unab.Le to move

beyond this void becomes "cast adrift, . - a wanderer upon

the face of the earth" (Barrett 2I-2) .

In the first chapter of this thesis, I will examine the

works of St. Augustine, St. Thomas Aquinas, Íüif f iam of

Ockham, and John l{yclif to show how some of Chaucerf s poems

are informed by these thinkers. I wifÌ then incorporate the

ideas of twent ieth-century critics, including Saussure.

Barrett/ and Sartre, to demonstrate how the ideas with which

Chaucer was working are, in some respectts, analogous to the

ideas of modern theorists. fn Chapters Two and Three, T will
examine Chaucer's use of religious satire in "The MilÌer's
TaIe," "The Clerk's Ta.le, " and "The Pardoner's Tafe."

Together, "The Mil-ler's Tale" and "The Clerk's Tale"

demonstrate the r.rays in whích language can be employed to

create an illusion of orthodoxy to attain unorthodox ends.

The dangers invo.lved in reconfiguring rea-Iity, as do the

Miffer and the Clerk with thelr Nominafist wordplay and

their misuse of science and philosophy, are afso implicit in

the Pardoner's faifed attenpt to recreate himseÌf through
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his words and his relics: the Pardoner demonstrates the

impossibility of controlling and Ìimiting the potential-

meanings of language. llke "The Miller's Ta_le, " and "The

C.Lerk's Tale, Pardoner's Prologue" and "Tale" are

examples of Nominafist wordplay because words, deeds, and

intentions are at odds. Thus, the Nominalist position is
undermined through the revelation that the Pardoner, s

arrogance and extravagance are subterfuges, intended to
disguise his absoÌute despair. In all three tales, Chaucer

uses satire to show the ease with whÍch an authority can

manipulate language and create ilÌusions that ironlcalÌy
reveal its own fâilings, in "The pardoner's Tale,,, he shows

the crisis of faith that results when these i_Ilusíons are

reveafed and stripped away. Chapter trour demonstrates that
any authoritative position can be subverted and undermined,

and suggests that the struggle to understand the nature of
God and the universe is ultimately a matter which cannot be

reso.Lved by science, philosophy, or pious ignorance.

2. St. Augustine (354-430)

As J. A. Robson says:

The genius of Plato and paul, transmitted from

antiquity in the monumental work of Augustine of
Híppo, cast upon the medievaf mind a spell which

none cou.ld avoid. . fndeed it is hard to think
of any century , . more soaked in Augustine than

the fourteenth. (25)
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Because his writing played such a significant role ín

fourteenth-century thought, any discussion of that period

requires an ac knol{.Ledgment of Äuqustine's philosophy and

theology. Augustine befieved it was necessary for people to
question their faith and to understand what Church doctrine

demanded of then. He argued that only through rational
questioning and contemplation does the individuaf attain
knowledge which, when illuminated by faith, can lead to a

better, more personal comprehension of God by transcending

"píous ignorance, " the l¡1ind acceptance of theological
doctríne without knowledge or undersLandíng. Meyrick H.

Carré expla j-ns:

The searching and comprehensive lnquiries of
Augustine fed the meditations of subsequent

generations of churchmen to pass beyond this rule
of pious ignorance. His writings invited men to

examine the rationaf basis of theÍr faith. He did

not deny that it is necessary to believe in order

to know; understanding is the reward of faith.
But he a.lso declared that Christian doctrine

contains many things that we cannot be.lieve unless

we understand them. A man who thinks it is
sufficient to hold fast to the Faith without

asplring to an unde¡standing of it ignores the

true end of faith. (5)
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Thus, it is not enough for Chrístians simply to accept and

be.Lieve what they are to-ld: they must contemplate and test
both their faith and their understanding.

Ä clear understanding of Church doctrine depended on a

correct and rat.ional perception of reality, and August.ine, s

view of that perception was based on PÌaLonic principles of
fdeas and thei.r essences. Barrett explains that for Pfato,

as well as for Augustine, "[t]hese fdeas . were . .

'realÌy real,' more reaf than the particular things that
derived their own individual being from participation in the

Ideas" (91). Äugust.ine believed in the exístence of
objective, transcendent truths that were índependent of the

changeab-le, transient world of things:

The region of reality is the world of Ideas,

necessary, immutable, inteLligible. Augustine,s

main concern is this ¡ealm of fdeas, and he

constantfy seeks to show that they are inteqral to

thouqht, even at the lowest fevefs. (Carré 12)

These fdeas, perceived by the mind, exist beyond the

material world; they "constitute the stabfe reality of
things" (Carrê 26) .

To deal with the lÍmitations of human speech to express

ldeas, such as the nature of God, Augustine developed a

linguistic sign system based on his conception of the Word

and the problem of its expression. Colish says that

Augustine's defínition of a sign is a "thing which causes us

to think of something beyond the impression that the thing
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itself makes upon the senses" (59). Beyond every physlcal

thing lies the fdea or essence of the thinq: signs represent

universaf Ideas but they can afso be applied to individuaf
things. Also, it is possible for words to represent God and

t.ruth accurately when they are interpreted with the guidance

of divine illumination: language can be trånsformed and

.recast as a Paul-ine mirror, faithfulfy mediat j-ng

God to man in the present life; and the agencies

appointed for the transfation of man's partial
knowledge by faith into his compÌete knowledge of
God by direct vision r./ere to be redefined as modes

of verbaÌ expression. (Collsh 19-2A)

Thus, when interpreted properly, .language becomes an

instrument of truth. This transformation occurs because

truth is guaranteed by the fncarnatíon which, Augustine

cÌaims, bridges the gap between the human and the divine:
God creates the world and man through His Word,

and He takes on humanj_ty in the Word made f-lesh so

that human words may take on Divinity . . and

man's facuÌty of speech is empowered to carry on

the work of fncarnation in expressing the Word to
the world. (Colish 35)

Augustine also writes that it is possible to interpret
a text either 1íteraÌly or figuratively, and that more than

one meaning can be true. Signs are "calfed Ìiteral when they

are used to designate things on account of which they were

instituted. Figurative signs occur v./hen that thinq
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l,{h.ich we designate by a literal sign is used to signify
something eÌse . ." (OCD 2-10.75). fn other words, it is
possible for a text to have meaning on multipÌe levefs.
AÌso, the use of figuratlve language allows for the

possibility that not every sign w11-I be understood

perfectly: figurative signs must be interpreted, which

allows for more than one way of reading and understanding

them but also increases the opportunities for human error.
As a result of the possibilities of signification,

authors can reveal profound truths both consciously and

unconsciously. Augusl,ine states in On Christian Dactrine

that, when deciphering the Holy Scriptures, meanings not

intended by the author are stilf vafid as long as they do

not contradict those set down in other sections of the

Scriptu.res because

the Spirít of God, who vúorked through that author,

undoubtedly foresaw that this meaning would occur

to Lhe reader. . . For what cou.ld God have more

generously and abundantly provided Ín the divine
vrritings than that the same words might be

unde.rstood in varíous ways . . ? (3.21 .38)

AugustÍne also acknowledges that, if the Scriptures cannot

provide evidence to support a statement's meaning, the

inte-rpreter must use reason:

when a meaning is elicited whose uncertainty
cannot be resolved by the evidence of places in
the Scriptures whose meaning is certain, it
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remains to make it more clear by recourse to

reason, even if he lvhose words we seek to

understand did not perhaps intend that meaning.

(3.28.39)

He warns, however, that such a departure from the Scriptures

is dangerous because it rnay lead to w_rong thinking and sin.

Users of language can pervert the truth by telling lies, and

it is for this reason that AugusLine condemns and rejects
the pagan authors because of

their abuse of language and the defeterious

morality which he feels that this abuse

encourages. The poets, he says, use words

erroneous.ly, since 1,hey use them to refer to

things and ideas which are nonexistent or untrue.

Furthermore, he adds, the poets depict ignorant

and írresponsible actions in their fictitious
characters, who operate in accordance with the

unreal universe of the autho.rs, creation . . . and

. . make the fantastic morality of that world

attractive and convincÍng. (Colish 25)

This perversion of language is significant because it
adul,terates the "true signlficance of words,, (CoJ-ish 55),

but môre importantly because it is a cor.ruption of God's

will that blurs the línes of morality and makes this
corruptlon attractive. Yet, despite his warningr AugusLine

aÌlows for a subjective interpretation of the ltord guided by

both reason and faith in Scriptural knowledge.
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i{hen lnterpreting the tr{ord and the word, Augustine

emphasizes the importance of the individuaf and the

individual/ s conscience as it is guided by divine

iÌluminatíon. Augustine says to the índíviduaf "Go not

outside thyself, but return within thyself; for truth

resldes in the inmost part of man" (Carré 11). Barrett

reinforces the significance of Augustine's focus on the

individual:

I{here Pfato and Aristotle had asked the question,

What is man?, St. Auqustine (in the Confessions)

asks, Who am f?-and this shift is decisive

Äugustíne's question . . stems frorn an

altogether different, more obscure and vital
center within the questloner himseff: from an

acutefy personaÌ sense of derefiction and loss,

rather than f.rom the detachment with which reason

surveys the world of objects in order to locate

its bearer, man, zoological-fy v¡ithin it. (84)

Thus reason a.Lone is not enough: without faith, the

"persona.l sense of dereliction and loss" leads to despair.

True understanding of unive¡sal fdeas and of God, who is the

source of those fdeas, depends upon the ilfumination of
reason by faíth; in this way, the individuaf achieves

wisdom.

Augustine saw "faith and reason--the vital and the

rational--as coming together in eventual harmony" (Barrett

85) as a mode,L for the individual- as wefl as for the whole
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of Christian thought. He raised questions about the human

mind and soul, and about the interpretation of universaf

trLrths which would be taken up aÌmost nine hundred years

later by St. Thomås Aquinâs.

3. St. Thomas Aquinas (c.1225-721 4)

Like St. .qugustine, St. Thomas Àquinas was primarily

concerned with "how the outside world gets into the mind"

(Colish 166) . He questioned the way that the mind

internalizes and understands sensation, which he understood

as the process throuqh which people perceive and know

reafity. The perception of reality includes the perception

of the ir¡ord; Colish explains that -Aquinas expanded upon the

theory of siqns developed by Augustíne:

Translated into the mode of a logic originally
formulated to ânâlyze and to organize conceptually

the structure and function of the sensible

universe, this theory is interpreted by Thomas so

as to stress ideas, and to some extent the created

universe, as the principle s-i grna Dej. Like

Augustine . . Thomas is preoccupied with the

task of finding the most suitabfe terms in which

to express man's knowfedge of God, and he is
interested in the reasons r.rhy these terms make

dlfferent subjective impressions on different
audiences, (762)
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Äquinas is indebted to Augustine not onÌy for his theories

of linguistic sígns and subjective interpretat ions, but afso

for his theory of the interaction between faith and

knowledge, and the dependence of understanding on

ilÌuminatj,on by God's qrace. However, Aquinas takes the

Realist premises of fdeas and their divine Source and

develops hís own theories about knowledge and faith that

move towards the subjectivity of the índividual mind whích

the Nominalists woufd later take to extremes.

Aquinas' works dispute the premise that all minds are

one Mind. He decÌares that "the intellect is united to the

human body as its fthe body's] fornì. But one form cannot

possibly exist in mo.re than one matter" (SCG 2:73:2). Caxré

^ I -l-^--r^^ -

The active intellect [which causes particular
impressions to be abstracted and generalized in
the mind as universalsl is not a power outside the

mind, an Intelligence in which the mind can share.

For ít is imperfect and attains truth, not by

direct intuition, but by . . . reasoning. The

Auqustlnian view that the active intelfect is the

dívine Mind must be rejected. (86)

Augustine's view of the one Mind is based on the assertion

that the body and the mind are whofly separate, and that the

mind works actively upon the body which is, in essence,

passive and thus unable to ínfl-uence the mind. Aquinas

agrees with .Augustine's description of the mind, s
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incorporeal nature, but suggests that it has a different

re.lationship with the body:

The senses do not know existence save under

conditions of here and ,'lorr, whereas the

understanding knows things absolutely and

eternafly. So far, Thomas adheres completely to

St. Augustine's way of thought. But the great

difference between that philosophy and his own is
that he does not think that the mind as such, pure

understanding, functions in our experience. The

mind of man is not a pure intelligence (such as an

is Ít a spirit in a corpse. It js and¡lg e_L I llu_L

organic composite of mind and body. (Carré 71)

Aquinas' concept of this "organic composite" pfaces

impo.rtance on the individual perception because

minds are individuafized; for the bodies of which

they are parts are, as matter, necessari.ly

particufar. . . Since, then, the human mind is
intimatefy alfied with matter its thinking is
throughout infected with sensibJ,e experience. . .

, Human knowledge is dependent upon perceptual

experience. Our minds cannot free themselves of
sensory references even ín reflection upon "the

eternal truths". . . . Incorporeal principles are

known to us onLy through sensible bodies. (Carré

7 9-87)
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While Augustine decfares that the mind coufd know

essences and forms but not physical bodies, Äquinas

disagrees, insisting that there couÌd be no knowledge if
sense and thought were separate from one another. Carré

expla.ins that if

there is nothing in experience but what is
apprehended by the senses, experíence l¡ecomes a

perpetual flux. And what is in this stat.e ceases

to be and is replaced by another before the mind

can say what it is. If on the other hand .

genuine knovrledge were confined to immaterial

entities we should possess no understanding of
b,odies in motion. . . [I,rt] e are asked to refer to
entities which have no connexion with them. (85)

The result of Aquinas, reasoning is that the mind and senses

work together to understand objects; each mind interprets
the senses that effect its particular body according to its
olvn nature. Thus, there are as many interpretations of
reality as there are minds. .qquinas also extends his theory
to aÌÌow for multipÌe meanings when interpreting Scriptures,

"not because one r''¡ord has many meanings but because the

actual things signifíed by the words can be signs of other

things" (Minnis et. aI . 242).

Aquinas reinterprets Augustine, s theory of the

acquisition of knowledge according to his own bel,ief that
knowledge depends upon the senses. Aquinas, theory of
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internalization maintains that a sensory sign is made

intelllgible by the âctive inteflect.

The active intellect in a sense distills the

significative content out of the phantasm6 by

abstracting it from its intelflgible species, that

is, the aspect of the phantasm which is capable of
beinq conceptuaÌized. The intelfiglble species is
then impressed on the possible intelfect, or the

mind insofar as it can know all things, and the

possible intelfect responds by forning a verbum

mentjs, or conceptuaf sign of the original object.
(Colish 172 )

Once the verbum ¡ne¡tjs has lleen formed, the nind must

evafuate the object as a conceptual sign before it can make

use of that oir, j ect .

The validity of the sign must be judged and its
trufy representative character accepted before the

mind can willingly employ the sign in composing

negative or affirmative propositions concerning

the object As in [AugustÍne, s] theory of
signification the beings signified, for
Thômas, are the criteria of the correspondence,

and hence the truth, of the ideas that men have

about them. (Colish I13-'l 4)

6 A phantasm is
out of sensory

" Ia] n accurate sensible sign
impressions" (Colish 172) .

fo rmed
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According to Aquínas, it is necessary for l-he mínd to judge

the signs offered by the senses; otherwise, "every sensation

would be true, even contradictory ones. There would be no

means of distinqruishing reality from illusion" (Carré 85) .

It is only by evaluating each sign that the mind can fo.rm

Lhe phanLasm, or perfect sjgn,

Once the phantasm has been internalized and judged, it
ís possible for the individual to acquíre knowledge:

That which is the universal nature of things, and

is the final object of knowledge Thomas properly

calls the quidditas of things. The cognitive
process appears as a specific movement from the

individual (res) to the universal (quidditás) .

. The quiddity is conìrnunicated to the possible

intellect as the content of the intelligible
species by the agent intellect. (Pellerey 95)

fn other words, the guiddjtas represents the essence of the

object. However, there are limitatíons to a person's

knowledge of an object/s quiddity: "Men, [ÀquinasJ states,

do not know natural objects perfectfy, even those objects

accesslble to the senses, since they . . can make mlstakes

about them" (Colish 175). When attempting to gain knowledge

about God, these limitations are compounded because His

nature is unknowabÌe and inexpressible. However,

Thomas frequently quotes St. Paul's dictum: "The

invisible things of God are clearly seen, being

understood by lhe things that are made" IRomans
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L:24). It is important that we know the

worfd accurately; other!úise we might misconstrue

the nâture of God, (Colish 182)

Thus, despite the potential for mistakes, it is stifl
possible for signs to represent an object accurately; it is
also possíble for objects of God, s creaLion to .represent the

nature of God truly, although ínconpletely.
Because Aquinas' works are essentially theologlcal,

faith takes precedence over philosophy. Colish explains that
"the public and private goals of theology make it essentiat
that ít be a living dialogue between the contempÌator and

God, and not mere.ly an abstract discipline,, (207). Aquinas

emphasizes the inportance of faith: ,'so that man might have

a firmer knowledge of Him, God reveafed certain things about

Himseff that transcend the human intellect,' (SCG 4.L.4).
Reason can be applied to faith in an attempt to undeïstand

be-liefs that are afready held; however, "the greatest

demerits go to persons who refuse to beÌieve what they

cannot understand scientifically by demonstrative proof,,
(Colish 200) . cod can be known through knowledge based on

faith, not through knowledge based on phil_osophy, because

humanity's understanding of the existence and nature of God

is 1i¡nited by the finite nature of the human mind: it can

come to no absoÌute rational basis for belief. people must

rely on the siqns found in nature for evidence of God.

Colish sunmarizes: "The more adequately these signs signify
God, the less they rely on reason, and the more c-Losely
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correlated to the mystery of the codhead they become" (222) .

Thus, despite the differences of their theologies. Aquinas

and Auqustine come to the same conclusions about the

necessity of faith: reason and philosophy cannot provide

uÌtimate answers, and the individual_ must refv on faith and

grace to enì,ighten imperfect knowledge.

According to Aquinas, because knowledge is imparted by

the senses and depends upon the individual's judgment of
sensationsf it is possible to interpret reality in more than

one way,' he observes,

there is no reason why there should not be severa.I

different images of one thing; it is thus that one

man is seen by several. Hence, the existence of
several inteLligible species in several persons is
not incompatibfe with the intelÌect, s knowledge of
the universal. (SCG 2: j 5:9)

This potentiaf for muftiple interpretations of sensory

experiences was Laken to extremes by W1Ìliam of Ockham and

the Nominalists of the fourteenth century in their rejection
of universal forms; yet, despite thei¡ insistence thât
universals were mere creations of mind, the Nominalists afso

acknowfedge that "the ínsights of faith, though they cannot

be proven by reason, a.re not therefore contrary to reason,

but simply go beyond it" (peck 747).
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4. Wiffiam of Ockham (c.1285-L341 )

Unlike Augustine and Aquinas, ltrilliam of Ockham

rejected al1 forms of Realism, claiming that unive.rsal Ideas

and Forms existed only in the mind. He befieved that the

Realist arguments for the actual existence of universa.ls

were paradoxical, and his response to the Reafist premise

that universa-ls were part of the existence of individuals

was that "there would be as many universals as there are

individuals. Ànd this would mean a denial of universals;

there woul-d be no common nature" (Carré 109). To Ockham, the

perception of universals is an act of the intellect, which

"stands for things outside the nind or for other things in

the mind, just as the spoken words stand for them by

convention" (47). I{illiam H. Wâtts and Richard J. Utz note

the significance of Ockham's position on universafs:

In asserting the ontoloqical primacy of particular

thÍngs over universals, Ockham reÌeqates

universa.ls to the status of linguistic signs;

hence, universaÌs have no substantial existence

outside of the human mind. (148)

His insistence on Lhe individuality and subjectivity of al1

forms of being is the basis of Nom.inaÌism.

However, Ockham himself lvas not an extreme Nominalist;

he declared that, as creations of the mínd, universafs have

logical, if not actual, being. Ockham believed that all
knowledge was grounded on the "direct apprehension of
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individual objects" (Carré 112). In other words, universal-s

such as the concept "humanity"

refer to "intentions" of the mind, to concepts.

They cannot .refer to rea.Lities "Hence the

error of those who believed that there !üas

something ín reality besides the singular entity
and who he-Id that humanity distinguished from

singular instances is something that exists in
individuafs and is refated to their essence ( Sunma

Totius Laqicae. i.66) ." (Carré 115)

Ockham divided existence into exterior and interior
reafities. Exterior reafity is the physicaf worfd outside

the mind, experienced through the senses. Interior reality
1s the worl-d of the mind, in which sensatíon is internalized
and considered. Further, " [e]xterior reality is knowable;

interior reality is what is empirically known and reknowable

through reflection and abstraction" (Peck 747). According to

Ockham, there âre two stages in the acquisition of knowledge

about the external worÌd: first "the mind intuits; it then

reflects" (Peck 148 ) ; intuition is both sensory and

intell-ectuaf. Car¡é explains that "[t]he sensory factor
tells us Ë.bat the thing exists, the intellectuaf factor
aflows us to recognize it; and any petception requires both

elements" (110). However,

it is not only objects perceived by means of the

external senses which can be directly known.

Actually it is the region of inner experience,
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comprising acts of will, pleasure, or sorrow, that
are most immediately and convincingly known.

Judqments based on these processes carry qreater

certainty than any other class of continqent
proposicions. (Carré 111 )

As Carré suggests, Ockham,s theory of intuitive
knowledgte is not without qualification. Ockham expLains that
the perceptions of the inner senses are more reÌiabfe than

those of the external senses because while it 1s possible to
doubt sensory experience, the existence of the individual in
the world is beyond doubt to that person. Carré says this
qualification of the externaf senses leads to the second

qualification of Ockham, s empirícism:

For intuitions may sometimes be c_Lear without
giving guarantee of their existence. . tvfle

may continue to see a sta.r after it has been

destroyed. And God can give an intuition of an

object that has no reaf exístence. (LLI-I2)
Despite these contingencies, intuitive knowledge is the most

precise for Ockham: in its i¡nmediacy, it can give true
knowledge of rea] ity.

The second stage in the acguisition of knowledqe is to
abstract the infolmatíon provided by the senses, which peck

defines:

From intuited information, the intellect,
motivated by the will, abstracts \,,¡ords, imåges,

and concepts Irhich it hotds in the mind for
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further abstraction ancì confirmation. Through

repetition these processes ÌeacÌ to principiêS ancì

hablrs which constitute each inciiviciuai's sense of

¡eaiity. (i 48j

Àbstract knowiedge is less reìiabie than intuitive because

such knowÌedge is ìess certain when it has passeci in the

inteiiect írom immeciiai,e to pasL experience,

Ifjor even memory images are c.Iassified as

absrract in thls stríct empiricism. tr1Íhen I see a

wafi or couch a fÌarne, I know certainly that the

waìf or ffame exists. But if I recall them or

imagine them I an not sure that they exist.
(Carre 110 )

Thus, the accuracy of abstract knowÌecìge remains probÌematic

Ì¡ecause "it cìoes noi enabie us to know the existence of what

cìoes exist or the non-existence of what does not exist,'

iOckham 21 j. Peck eÌaborates on che probiem, suggesting that
the ciegree to which experience reflects indivlcìua] truth
depencìs upon the perception of the incìividual: "The will can

motivate, but it can also interíere, ând the intellect may

be weak, thus ob,scuring judgment. Error mây fie in both the

apprehension ancÌ the judgment" (749).

While Iímiting the role of universafs like "good,, ancÌ

"evii," Ockha¡n increases God's active ¡oie in the worici,

ascr:ibing to him unlimiteci power. Ockham insists thât coci,s

patentia ordinata does not restrict His potentja absoLuta.

fn fact, His potentj â ordinata is contingent upon the
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covenant God has made with humanity, and not at alf the

resuÌt of necessity (Oberman, "Shape" 12). As a result,

Itlhe combined effect of Ockham's restriction of

lhe ontologica.I status of universals and his

elevation of the power of God is to render a.l.l

creatures and things utterJ,y contingent upon their
creator not only for their existence, but afso for
the circumstances that govern their existence. ff
universals have not substantial existence, then

God is the flnal source and guarantor of truth
just as he is the final source and guarantor of

laws concerning physical bodies. (Watts and Utz

L49)

The resuft of the limitations imposed on uníversals and the

elevation of God's power is that all of his Creation depends

on Him alone for existence and truth. However, the

distinction betlveen God's two powers becomes problematic:

Ockham's declaration that God's absolute po!úer Ís unfimited

by his ordained povrer removes a.l.l limitations from the

divine volition. In other words, the distinction between

morality and immorality is based not upon inherent universal

concepts of "good" and "bad" but upon the particufar

intention of God's wilf. As Cou.rtenay explains,

God coufd have estabfished and still could

establish a different moral order in which murder

and adultery would be virtuous acts. God coufd

even cause a man to hate him and accept such
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actions as meritous. The moral order which

presently pertains, therefore, is dependent soIe1y

on the arbitrary wiÌl of God and can be altered.
(2e)

The apparently arbitrary nature of the moral order

.leads to the possibility of skepticism and refigious
pessimism, Since abstract cognition is not r:ef iabÌe and God

has the power to make people perceive thíngs that do not

really exist, even intuitive cognition can be unreliable
(which makes abstractive cognition doubly so) . Humans rely
on God for Truth, llut Truth is a universaf vúithout reaf

existence and so is dependent on particuÌar situations
which, in turn, depend upon the arbitrary will of God.

Ultimately, people cannot know the world with any certainty
because "there is no assurance that universal ideas and

words bear any resemblance to the real wor.ld" (l47atts and Utz

149). Even lanquage itself becomes problematic: Holly
Wallace Boucher observes that, because of Ockham,s

theorizing,

ltlhe firm bonds between signifier and signified
. had unrave.Led: so had the necessary tie
between sign and reality. . . lfords could no

longer be assumed to fit the shape of reality
because of their origin in a real wo¡l-d of ideas

b,eyond the mÍnd. Language , . . has become a

skewed grid that may not fit the scheme of

rea-Iity. (2L5)
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Because of the continqency of fanguage and the problem of

abstract generaÌizations afready existing in the minds of
both author and reader, interpretatíon becomes problematic.

A person's interior reality can be altered and separated

f.rom the initial perception of external reafity, since the

two fo¡ms of existence are coterminous only in the mind.

Vühen the two are disunited orr as Peck says, when "[t]he
fjcta ín the brain fail to correspond exactly with the

phenomena," there is a danger that, lost in the confusion

between the inner and outer worlds, people can become

imprisoned by their own ideas or become trapped by someone

e.Ise' s words (757 ) .

ft is possible to interpret Ockham's discussions of the

inability to knolv anythinq with certainty as a proper

Christian ar,rareness of the individual, s dependence on God

(Watts and Utz 149). Sturges writes that "Ockhan, s

philosophical- world is inhabited by radically indívldual
beings separate from all others. Since God is separate from

humanity, human knowledge is severely limited,, (27).

Sturges' statement is qualified, however, by the theory that
"the giver of forms may be seen in the forms,,, suggesting

that God can be known, to some degree, through His creation,

and especially through the human mind (Peck 750). The result
is that Christians rejoice in their dependence on a God

whose nature can be known, though imperfectly, However, when

placed in the context of the Nominafist befief that this
universe is created according to the arbitrary decisions of
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the divine will, and that it is possible for God to cause

people to perceive things that do not exist, the faith of

the individual Christian may waver and turn the former

be.Liever into a skeptic. For the Nomínalist, faíth is

essential: "The insights of faith, though they cannot be

proved by reason, are not therefore cont.rary to reason, but

simply go beyond it" (Peck, previously cited, 747). God is

understood to be a radicaÌly free and omnipotent

creâtor, subject to nothing except non-

contradiction, free of all law (even his own), the

absofute necessary being vúho might command his

chosen one (Abraham) to slay his only son (Isaac)

while judging him accordinq to his fÍdelity to

that singufar divine command and discountinq any

mere moral law proscribing such an act.

(Delasanta 212 )

I{ithout faith to sustain the individual's confidence in the

ultimate benevol-ence of God and to guarantee the truth of

the Word, the Nominafist is left alone in a universe without

certainry or meani ng.

5. John Wyclif (c. 1330-1384 )

John In/yclif's "uÌtra-reafism" (Defasanta 214) dominated

the Iatter part of the fourteenth century. Nomlnalisn had

dismissed universals and discouraged metaphysical

contemplation, and the certainty provided by universals was

repfaced by skepticisn:
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r.,rhen the universal is understood to exist solely

as a sjgn jn the human intelÌect, such an

epistemology does vioÌence to the essentialíty of
the real and impedes any intellectual
accessibilÍty to a metaphysical or moral order.

(Defasanta 214 )

Consequently, Wyclif' s restoration of the universal and his

claim that phiÌosophy cou.ld provide abso.lute proofs to
questions such as the existence of God v/ere very appealing

to his contemporaries, especially as a counter to the

Nominalist suggestion that nothing could be known with

certainty. Robson summarizes the tvüo most important aspects

of Wycl1f's metaphysics: "that ü/e can obtain absolute

certainty of knowledge, and that the basis of uftimate

truth, including divine truth, lies in rpure philosophy",
(L42) .

hryclif , like Ä.ugustine, believed that all human

knowledge was grounded on irnmutabf e universal ideas that
exist in the divine Mind. As Defasanta observes,

this h¡as standard Augustinian doctrine, and as

such was not particularly remarkabfe, except that

Wycliffe redefined these archetypes as ideas

partÍcipating in God's own being By making

the indivlduaf's archetype share God,s being,

Wyclíf conferred upon it the same attributes of
eternity, necessity, and indestructibilíty as cod

enjoyed. (2L4-5)
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Wyclif takes -Augustíne's ReaÌism to extremes. His belief in

the indestructible nature of individuals led to his

rejection of Transubstant iat ion which, in turn, contributed

to hls attacks on the clergy. As Knapp says, his

"uncompromising reaLism drove him to attack the doctrine of
transubs tant iat ion, which posited that the substance of the

bread disappears in the sacrament of the Eucharist" (Chaucer

66) . Unlike some of his foflowers, Wyclif affirmed the Reaf

P.resence of Christ in the Eucha.rist. He a.rgued that the

spiritual being of Christ is added to the physical elements

of bread and wÍne; there is no physical transformation.

Wyclif was concerned wlth the meaninq of the sacrament, not

the "accidents and subjects" (Hudson Premature 282). In ¡Iís

sermons, he reasons that, shoufd a mouse eat a consecrated

wafer. "a mous etiþ not Cristis body, al 7if he ete þis
sacrament, for þe mous fayliþ gostly witt to chewe in hyrn

þis beÌeue" (EWS 206/24-25). Ilke the mouse, an unrepentant

sinner is unab.Le to receive spiritual benefits from "Cristis
body": the sacrament depends upon the spiritual condition of
the coÍì,nunicant rather than of the priest.

The Eucharist was not the only sacrament vÍyclif
scrutinized; he also tu¡ned his attention to confession. He

dec.lared that only God can forgive sin b'ecause only God can

know if the sinner is truly penitent, which suggests that

the priest who serves as inte¡mediary between humans and God

is aqain unnecessary. Hudson explains that "[a]t the root of

the offender's state of mj-nd is his state of grace, a state
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dependent upon his predestination to salvation or his

foreknowing to damnation; only God knows this state"
(Premature 294) . As a resuÌt,

7if we han synned neuere so myche, and neuere so

longe han lyghged in synne, axe we God mercy in
oure þow7t, and haue we sorwe for þis synne, and

God is redy to for?yú it, howeuere þat preestus

faylon. lEvrS 82/706-09)

ItJycliffite writers objected to the practice of oral
confession because contemporary practices of confession were

not in keeping with Biblical examples, and because of the

abuses to which the lalty and the cLergy were exposed. All
forms of simony in the sacraments were deplored; by making

the individual uftimatefy responsible for his or her own

salvation, Wyclif effectivefy reduced the importance of the

c'lergy..As Tuchman obse rves,

ldyclif reached the point of denying the validit],
of the priesthood itseff as necessary to
saÌvation. . . . From there the rest foffowed--the

non-necessity of the Pope, rejection of
excommunication, confession, pilgrimages, worship

of relics and saínts. índuÌgences, treasury of
merit. (289)

Out of Wyclif's criticisms of the sacraments and the

clergy come trvo of the most impo_rtant êspects of his
theology: the concept of predestination and the preemlnence

of the Bible. Both aspects are important to Wyclif's vision
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of "displacing the centuries-old claim that Christianity is
founded on both the Bible and the institution of the Church

and substltuting the Bible alone as the authority which must

establish Christian doctrine and practice" (Knapp, Châucer

65) . Predestination played an important role in what V{yclif

sar,i as the diminishing authority of the Church and the

clergy. For Wyclif, the institutional church was divided

between Lhe congregatio predestinatorun, those "predestined

for salvation" and who belonged to the "true,' church, and

the conqregatio prescitorum, those "destined to damnation,,

and who were not members of the "t.rue" church. Congreqatio

predestinato¡um and congregatio prescitorum lloth possessed a

coÍìbination of virtue and vice; the distinction between the

two depended on thelr final ends, which could not be known

by any human being. Robson points out that

no creature predestined to salvation can merit

eternâf punishment, however gravely he may sin,

nor any foreknown to reprobation evade it, however

pleasing he may be to God in this fife. For if we

aflow temporal merit to eficlt its re!úard, the

reward itself cannot be heavenly but only

temporal . (2L2)

In other words, sa.lvation is not the resu.lt of virtuous
behavior; rather, "God naturally justifies men to eterna.l

Life before the predestined show merit in this world"

(Robson 208).
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The inability of humans to distinguish between those

who are saved and those who are damned had disturbing

consequences for the authority of the church. As Hudson

remarks,

It]he institutionaf church, to a medieval outlook,

contained the entire population. But it was

unreasonab.Ie to think that the whole population

was predestinatus; it was equally unlikely even

that alf the English clergy were. let alone the

clergy of the whofe Roman church. Where, amongst

ihe institutional church, was the true church

. to be found? iAluthority, whether over

inanimate goods or over anímate nature, depended

upon the state of grace of the man wielding it.
(Prendture 315)

A cleric who was not in a state of grace had no authority;
any dispositions made by such a person were neither leqal
nor binding.

I{yclif insisted that the Bible was the sole authority
of proper doctrine and practice in the church. He found that

It]he institutíonaf church bears the perfectly

readable marks of divergence from apostofic truths
in the Bible: it errs in doctrine, notably

Eucharistic doctrine, and in practice, by abusíng

properly and power (ecclesiasticaf property,

negfect of the poor, papal wars). (Knapp, Chaucer

68)
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The clergy was unreliabfe because many members we.re guilty
of various abuses and corruptions; even papal decrees could

not be trusted because of the questionable morality of many

popes. Hudson observes that this uncertainty was far more

detrimental to the institution of the church than was the

condemnation of abuses, which could l¡e identified and

remedied. According to Hudson, once the authority and

ldentity of the church were guestioned, any attempts at
reform were subject to the same doubts. She concludes, .'.As

effectively as later Protestant theology, Wyc11f, s views

forced the individual Christian into making his own

judgments" (Premature 31-6) .

Wyclif's views placed new responsibility on the

individuaf ancj presented a need for an English versÍon of
the Bible. Nowhere, Knapp wrltes, is Wyclif more clearfy
involved with

the social world of active lay piety, of
increasing lay literacy, of increasingly blu¡red
boundaries between the estates, and of changing

assessments of women's roles than in his

egalitarian openness about Bible reading and

scriptural interpretation. (Chaucer'13)

I^lycÌif argued that every Christian should be free to read

and study the Bible. He believed that the Bible should be

accessibfe to everyone, and that the clergy should folfow
Christ's example and preach to the people in their own

language. He believed that anyone in a state of grace who
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approached the scripLures with meekness and humllity would

be able to interp.ret and unde.rstand them correctly, whiÌe

anyone in a state of sin woufd b'e unabl,e to discern true

meaning (Gellrich 95). This beÌief in the importance of
grace in guiding the interpretation of the Sc¡iptures is
similar to Augustine's theory of divÍne illumination; I{yctif
wrot e :

[vr] e schulde not trowe in þis enke, ne in þese

skynnys þat is clepud booc, but in þe sentence þat

þei seyen, whyche sentence is þe booc of lyf; for
aI çíf þer ben manye trewþus and diuerse resonys

in þe gospelus, neþeles eche of þes trewþus is þe

sulrstaunce of God h\,mself . (EWS 94/L9-24)

Also fike Augustine, I{yclif favored Ìiteraf
interpretations of the Bible but also recognized the need

for allegor.ica.l readings.' he argued, however, that

when a figure is undeniably the intention of the

divine author, it may be counted as Iiteral
His Latín treâtise De Veritate Sacrae Scripturae

defends the literaÌ truth of the Bibl-e by making a

distinctiôn between what is literal (proper) in
human lanquage and what is fiteraf (proper) in

divine discourse, which Ín some cases overrides

ordinary grammatical and semantic usages.

(Knapp, Chaucer 72)

Wyclif argued that the Scriptures shoufd be presented to

people without the standard readings of the patristic
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gfosses, to which he objected on the grounds that they

obscured the truth. However, ecclesiastical authorities also

claimed that the Wycliffite glosses were equally
obfuscating. The result of this controversy was a

redefinition of the v,rord çr_Zose; Knapp explains:
glose is used by both sides to mean 'specious or

sophistical interpretation' (Mid.dle Engtish

Djctionary), alongside its positive meanings. . .

. Once a lying çr-Ioss ls able to be conceived of,
the patrisLic trad-Ltion Lakes iLs place, important

but not alone, among other interp_retive systems.

(Chaucer l5)

Wyclif's emphasis on a literaf interpretâtion of the Bíble
was based on his befief that .'the [{ord of Scripture was God

Himseff, an emanation of the Supreme Being ltransposed into
writing"' (Robson 146) . In other words, the Bible contains

Truth; it is up to the individual guided by faith to
interpret it.

like the Nominalists, Wyclif .leaves the possibility for
salvation to the individual. However, his ..uf tra-realist,,
beÌief in universa.ls provides an objective Truth which gives

the Wycllffites a source of security that the Nominafists

did not have. Wyclif, s ideas seem to indicate a retu.rn to
Augustine and his theories of universals, wh.ich ratifies
Augustine's importance in any d.iscussion of fourteenth-
century philosophy.
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6. Twentieth Century Theorists

Every time period is dominated by "large-scale
conceptual frameworks" which Richard Harland, a critíc of

structuralist and post-structurafist theory, calls

"epistemes" (105). An "episteme" is the a priori upon which

any new idea or discovery is based, whether that idea is
true or false. It is a cultu.raÌ foundation that consists of

all pre-existing perceptions and understandings of the world

lhat inforn the minds and ideas of the people living in a

given society. An episteme shapes the ways in whlch people

define and think about their world, causing them to share

common understandings and guestions about the way the

universe works. These conceptual frameworks contain all the

discourses which exist durinq a given period of time,. Peggy

Knapp appropriates Catherine Belsey's definition of

discourse, using it

to lndicâte, "a domain of language use; a

particular way of tal"king (and writing and

thinking)" which "involves ce.rtain shared

assumptions vùhich appear in the fomufation that

characterize iL.'1 Ideology is atways implied 1n

discourse; we must make assumptions about the

world in order to say anything. (2)

7 Catherine Belsey, Criticaf Practice (london: Methuen,
1980) 5.
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Knapp is referring to particuÌar ways of looking at and

understanding the world. These ideoÌogical positions can be

conflicting as we-I1 as harmonious; ideas which oppose each

other provide a.lternate perspectives from which a society

can be understood. Any dÍscussion of Late-fourteenth century

ideas must acknowledge how fiterary works are lnevitailly
informed by the works and thoughts of other authors. Because

the ideas of St. Ä.ugustine, St. Thomas .Aquinas, William of
Ockham, and John Wyclif inform the various fourteenth-

century schools of religious and philosophicaÌ specufation,

Chaucer would have it)een ât least aware of the principles
that they present.

Withín any episteme, there are people who are .in

positions of power; one way of preserving that power is to

undermine opposing positions, language, whether written or

spoken, can either reveai- or conceaf power. Therefore, to

control conflicting view-points, one need only control the

language, thereby lirniting what can and cannot be said. Ä

society can prohiblt and excfude certain discourses which

threaten to expose the weaknesses of its own privileged
positions through a process of division and rejection: it
divides truth from falsity, righl, from t{rong. A discourse

becomes authoritative when enough people believe that it
reveal-s truth. However, if society rejects the "restraining
language" (Harland 100) through which an authority defines

its version of right and wrong, that authority is rendered

power.less. Thus, when affirmed by enough people, one
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position is considered "true"; the marginalized position is,
necessarily, considered false because, in such an

exclusionary system, there can be only one truth. It is also

posslble for a false premíse to be accepted as true if
people believe it because of the power of language and the

individuaf's will to believe. Truth is a convention, not a

universal . As Pauf Rabinow observes, "there is no external
position of certalnty, no universaf understanding that is
beyond history and society" (4) .

Like truth, language is afso subject to convention. As

Ferdinand de Saussure says in his Cou¡se in GeneraJ.

Linguistics, language is an afready existing "co-I.l-ect j-on of
necessary conventions that have been adopted by a social
body to permit individuals to exercise that faculty Iof
speechl " (9) . language does not exist in an individual but

in a group of individuals.' as a result, it is beyond the

power of an individuaÌ to change language. Because of its
arb.itrary, conventional nature, the distinguishing
characteristic of a sign is that "in some way it af lvays

e.ludes the individual or the sociaf will" (Saussure 17).

Saussure explains that every language system ís made of

"distinct signs corresponding to distinct ideas" (9). A

"sign" is the combínation of two parts: the slgnifier whlch

is a word, and the signified which is the concept to which

the word refe.rs, Saussure says of the arbitra.ry connection

between signifier and signified:
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the whofe system of fanguage is based on the

irrational principle of the arbitrariness of the

sign, which would lead to the worst sort of
complication 1f applied v,/lthout restriction. But

the mind contrives to introduce a principte of
order and regularity into certain parts of the

mass of signs. (Saussure 133)

fn contrast to Sallssure, post-structuralists do not

believe that the mind is abfe to impose order on Ìanguage or

on anythlng else: for post-struct ural theorists, as for
Augustine, irrational compfications and disorder are

inevitable because the conventions finking the signifier to
the s iqni fied

can be changed, dísregarded, broken. . lvùords j

are able to point to the truth but do not possess

it. And conseguently, afl kinds of slips are

possible between the speaker, his language, and

his audience. (Dinshaw 171 )

Thus, it is possible to free signifiers from the things they

signify. It is through the freeing of signifiers from

definite meaning that auLhoritative positions can be

destabilized; for example, in the fate fourteenth century,

the t{ycl-iffltes attempted to redefine the doctrine of
"transubstantiation" by demonstrating how logicaÌly
impossible the transformation was, then redefining the terms

that originally neant a physicaÌ alteration to suggest a

slmrbolic presence,
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The conventional nature of language means that
individuafs are fimited by the episteme in vùhich they live:
their means of expression and understanding are inseparable

from the conceptual framework which informs their perception

of the worÌd. fn other words, " [l]anguage is no fonger a

pure transparency, but filLed with .hidden, forces that the

language user never directly experiences,, (HarÌand 112).

Therefore, the user of language can never exhaust alf the

possibilities of meaning contained in that language.

l-anguage cannot contain all the possible meânings of a

statementi as a result, statements cannot be considered in
isolation. Therefore, within every episteme theïe are

" [r]elations between statements (even if the author is
una\.^¡are of them; even if the statements do not have the same

author; even if the authors were unawa.re of each other, s

existence)" (Foucault 29). Each statement reflects on and

changes the meaning of the other statements .in every

episteme. .4uthors' intentions may inf.Luence the

inte.rp.retat ion of their words; the .intention, however, does

not dominate the interprel_at i on .

Like any authoritative discourse controfled by

language, that of the MedÍeval Church contains conflicting
ideas, includíng those of the phifosophers and theologians

discussed ear.Lier. Änd, like other authorities, the Church

claims to be objective but, because it creates the criterion
by which it is to be judged, it cannot be considered

anything but subjective. Thus/ orthodox dogma is privileged,
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whereas positions such as Nominalism are marginalized. To

control and subjugate such positions, the Church uses words

such as heresy, sacrÍ1ege, and sin. The subversive elements

resist the Church's lanquage by creating their own language,

countering accusations with "logic" and ".rationalism."

As Augustine observes, God's presence in nature is
subjected to multiple interpretat ions; therefore, many

.interpretations can exist simultaneously that either oppose

or support the privileged position. HarLand, s coÍìrnents are

applicable to the Medieval period:

tr{hat we no\{ see as the natural world appears . .

as a great artifice, a great book, in which God,

as the Word itself, inscribes signs and clues and

an endless play of overlapping resernbfances for
men ro -lnterprer. (109)

For exampÌe, Chaucer uses religious satire and wordplay to
raise questions about relígious orthodoxy from various

alternative positions. Each of these marginalized positions
translates the authority's words into its own language,

thereby revealing the weaknesses of the orthodox position.
The result of thís revelation "j.s to discredit the cfergy

[who follow these orthodoxies] . by showing its learning

as a cynical exploitation of the word with which it is
entrusted" (Knapp, "Deconst ruct ing" 75). By discrediting the

cÌergy, Chaucer's satire attempts to raise doubts about

Catholic truths. His undermining of Church rituaf and

fanguage leads to questions about the Church's authority. Ä
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.loss of faith in Church doctrine leads to a Ìoss of
confidence in the Church itself which, in turn, can create

the state of confusion, fear, and despair, exhibited try

Chaucer's skeptlcal and nihilistÍc Pardoner. The resì.tf t is
the afienation of humanity: people are est.ranged from God,

nature, and society, as well as from theÍr sense of self,
resulting in the absofute psychological iso_Iation (hence

alienation) of each individual.
This theme of the alienation of humanity becomes the

central the¡ne of twent i eth- century existential philosophy,

Barrett itemizes the historical conditions that Droduced

exi s t ent ial i sm:

Allenation and estrangement; a sense of the basic

fragllity and contingency of human _life; the

impotence of reason confronted wíth the depths of
existence; the threat of Nothingness, and the

solitary and unsheltered condition of the

individual before this threat. (31)

The conditions created by the crises of the fourteenth

century appear analogous to those describred by Barrett:
disillusioned by the failure of the systems on vr'hich they

had relied, peopfe began to question the authenticity of
these systems. Although Chaucer cannot be cal.led an

exlstentialist, many of the guestions and ideas raised in
his works are similar to those of the existentiafists.
Chaucer was doubtfess aware of the afienation of humans

because "Is]uch matters as anxiety, death, the conffict
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bet\,veen the bogus and the genuine seff, the facefess man of
the masses, the experience of the death [i.e., the removal]
of God are . themes of lífe" (Barrett 9) . Nothingness is
the void created by humaníty, s sense of its afienation and

homefessness in the world. Religion provided a ..framework,,,

a structure that encompassed man, s life, providing
him wilh a system of images and sl,rnbols by which

he could express his own aspirations toward
psychic wholeness. Ifith the loss of this
containing framework man becane not only a

dispossessed but a fragmentary being. (Barrett
35)

The danger of nothingness is that the individuaÌ may remain
incomplete and desperate. Humanity is left seeking
whofeness; for some existentiafists like Sartre, the
solution was to find a project, a cause for action that
could fill the void with meaning and lend siqnificance to
existence. As Sartre says, "Man is nothing etse but that
which he mâkes of himself,, (29).

Existential philosophers questíon the rneaning of
religion and religious faith "in relation to the individual.
Each has put retiglon itself radicalty in question,, (Barrett
15). The decision to either affirm or deny faith rests on

indivíduaf judgment, and existentialísm is a philosophy of
individual responsibility and freedom. Sartre expfains that
human existence is grounded on the indivídua1/ s actions and

experiences: "Man is alf the time outside of himself: it is
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ín projecting and losing himself beyond hlmself that he

makes man to exist; and, on the other hand, it is by

pursuing transcendent aims that he himself is able to exist"
(55). Like Thomas Aquinas and the Nomínalistsf Sart¡e

believes that existence precedes essence. In other words,

individuals first exist, then create themselves through

experience, an idea not unlike that expressed in Chaucer's

"l{ife of Bath's Pro.logue," 1n which the experiences which

have shaped the Í^Iife become her authority. And, sÍnce humans

must ground their existence on their experience and in their

own actions, they are responsible for their own lives. Thus,

for Sartre and, perhaps, for Chaucer, the only response to

the recognition of nothingness is not nihi.Lism but action:

in an uncertain universe, the only way to Ìive a meaningful

existence is to choose to act, r will argue that, for

Chaucer, writing The Canterbury TaJes is the necessary

action; his response to the recognit-ion of uncertainty and

nothingness is the questioning of his own falth in "The

Miller's Ta.le, C-Ierk's Ta.le, " and "The Pardoner's

Tale . "
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CHAPTER TWO

..THE MILIER'S TAI,E " ÄND *THE CLERK'S TAT,E"

Authorities límit and govern speech by recognlzing and

using the power of language. These authorities attempt to

control what can be saíd; however, as Chaucer's satiric use

of language demonstrates, this control is an il1usion. In

"The Milfer's TaÌe" and "The Clerk's Tale," Chaucer exposes

these fafse appearances of controÌ, reveaÌing the power of
language to undermine the discursive formations which

comprise the fourteenth- century episteme, and showì-ng the

ease with which apparently reasonable premises can be

inverted and misinterpreted. So-cafled "universal truths"
are shown to be deceptions created by authorities to

maintain their positions; therefore, definitive answers to
questions of nature and existence are unattainabfe using

rationa.l means alone. As a result, Chaucer's satirica-l
treatment of religlous themes demonstrates the potential for
skepticism and despair that can result from too heavy a

dependence on reason, He shows that, u.Itimately, indlvlduals

can find truth and substantiate their beliefs, but only

through an act of personal faith.
In "The MiÌler's Tale" and "The CLerk's Tale, " words

become the means through which the characters test both

their knowÌedge of the world and the ability of that

knowÌedge to reveaf truth. The MiÌfer tells the tale of a

student of astrology ¡mis)using his knowledge to dupe his

.Iover's husband who, in his "pious ignorance" of that
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science, is willing to bel-ieve what he cannot understand. By

warning that peopfe should not inqui.re too deeply into

"Goddes pryvetee" (3164) , "The MiÌler/ s Tafe" becomes an

exploration of the ability of human authorities, such as

those of "The Knight's Tafe's" assertions of certainty in
Theseus' Prime Mover speechl or of Church doctrine, to

provide fundamenta.l assurances about the nature of God and

the Divine Mysteries, The tale seems to concfude that such

an exploration -leads to disillusionment because nothing can

be known definitively. "The Clerk's Tale," Loo, explores the

possibillty of answering such unanswerab.le questions. The

Clerk examines God's reÌationship with His creation through

the description of trlalter's 'experiment' using Grisefda as

the subject. But the Clerk onfy calÌs into question the

extent to which such a philosophical exercise can provide a

reflable understanding of the human relationship with God:

ín the end, the ways of God still remain a mystery. Both

Walter and Nicholas use language to create illusions of
reality contra.ry to what they know to be true to achieve

their own ends: Vüalter attempts to measure his wife's
constancy by subjecting her to three crue.l tests, and

Nicholas falseÌy predlcts a flood so that Alisoun "sholde

slepen in his arm af nyght" (3406], . The lies and

1 Theseus ascribes the events that
for which (as the audience knows)
Jupite Theseus' mísapprehension
order that he presents.

l-ead to Arcite's death,
Satu.rn was responsible, to
undermines the idea of
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mi sunde rs tandí ngs that are essentia-L to the unfolding of the

characters' schemes are also manifestations of the

unrefiabÌe nature of language.

The Canterbury Tales beqins with the Knight because his

social status is the highest among those on the fictive
pilgrimage and his taÌe reflects his position. .'The Milfer's
Tale" Ís a reaction against the artificial courtÌy fove and

social order that the Kniqht uphoÌds and recreates in his

tale. Here, the Miller's low social status and impious

attitude towards the Knight's tale presents an alternative
that subverts the Knight's courtly and conservative position
even as it acknowledges the power of that position. As

Hanning says, the Miller pierces "through facades to lay

bare pryvetee, exposing the str:ategic fictions that are

thereby shown to be a cent.ral part of life" (112). The plot

of "The Mifler's Tale" is complicated by the intervention of
Absolon, whom Prior descril¡es as "at first just simpfy

David/ s Äbsalom, beautiful but doomed" (61-2) . He ís a

parody of the courtÌy characters in "The Knight's ?ale" but,

in "The Miller's Tale" where everything Ís inverted, the

"prize in this competition does not go to the patient,

se.Lf-restrained suítor but to the one who seizes the

main chance" (Knapp, Chaucer 38); ironicalÌy, however,

Absolon is more self-repressed than "self- rest rained":

"sooth to seyn/ he was somdeel squal'rnous/ Of fartyng, and of
speche daungerous" (3337-8) .
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As a resu-It of Äbso-lon's overconfidence in his courtty
roLe, his "fantasy begins to outrun perceptíon, the

imaginary to usurp the rea]" (Gallacher 44). Consequently,

he is unabl-e to conceive of the possibillty of Afisoun as an

independent. physical being with a very unladylike sense of
humor; he is mlsled by the promise of a kiss and faiÌs to
recognize his mistake until "vrith hís mouth he kiste her

naked ers/ Ful savourl-V" (3734-35 ) . The scene is a parody of
a parish clerk worshipping, not the Virgin Mary

whom he should have been worshippíng, but an

earthly woman. And it is no accident that,
as he prepares himseff outside her window to
receive Alisoun's kiss, Äbsolon "doun sette hym on

his knees" (A 3723) and asks for Afisoun's "grace',

lA 3726). (Beidler 94 )

fn swearing revenqe, this parody of the courtly lover whose

language conflgures hÍm as a weak, corrupt figure of Solomon

and of Christ in a parody of the Song of Songs,2 becomes a

figure of Judas when he returns from the forge with a "kiss
of betrayal" (PTior 63). .Absolon returns to Alisoun, s window

wíth a hot coufter; his words, "Spek, sweete bryd, I noot

nat where thou art" (3805), cue Nicholas' thunderous fart.
In that moment, aÌl speech is rendered meaningless as wo¡ds

' R. E. Kaske discusses Chaucer's parodic treatment of the
"Canticum Canticorum," particularly in .Absolon's ¡eferences
to "hony-comb" (3698), "bryd" and "my sweete cynamome"
(3699), and "fernman myn" (3700) (Kaske 48I-2) .
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and perceptions are shown to be m.istakenr when the

conventiona.l connection between signifiers and their
signifieds is broken, speech ís reduced to the "eyr ybroken"

of The House of Fame (1 65). The Miller rejects the universal

ideals and court.Iy manners represented by the Knight, and

reaffírms his own position, stripping

the authoritative discourse of its exaÌted status

by pointing out what he takes to be the coÍìlrron

needs of all peopÌe--John's ungovernabfe curiosity
about Nicholas, both suitors/ sexual appetites,

Alisoun's desi.re for a young lover, Nicholas, s

getting up "for to pisse," and the like. (Knapp,

Chaucer 42)

Thus, .Abso.Lon embodies the failings rather than the virtues
of the court.ly lover who is more concerned with his rofe and

the idealization of his fover than with the .Lover herseÌf.
tr{hen .Absolon makes Alisoun "the object of his rlove

longyngs,' he reinforces his own language and self-image by

reducing Alisoun to a reflection dependent on his flattery
and discourse for her own identity" (Donaldson 145). By

exposing these fictions, the MiÌler shows the instability of
the courtly ideal and its language.

This exposure reaches its climax with -Absolon's

unexpected reappea.rance, \^/hen Nicholas loses his abifity to

continr.le the deception, culminating in the "fartl As greet
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as it had been a thonder-denL" (3806-7 13 which signals the

meting out of various penaÌties to characters too confident

in their own ability to controf language and circumstances.

Referring to this instability, Peggy Knapp declares:

The story proceeds because Nicholas, ín his con of
the carpenter, plays fast and loose with the faith
the dominant discourse had placed in the

revelatory power of words. (Chaucer 48)

Through the satire implicit in the tale, Chaucerr s narrator
is able to "reappropriate l-anquage for fhis] o!.rn cunn.ing and

irreverent uses. [T]he signifiers Robyn exploits
already have the doubfe edge that allows his outrageous

linguistlc alchemy" (Knapp, Chaùcer 41). That is, words can

create and reveal illusions by combining both the sacred and

the sacrifegious in a single signifier.
The Miller afso intentionally misuses significant

elements of religious fegend to undermíne its authoríty. He

proposes to tel-L a double-edged "legende and a lyf ,/ Bothe of
a carpenter and of his wife" (374I-2). As Beryl Rowland has

pointed out, " lllegend is the regular title for the life of
a saint . [and] the audience would probably identify the

saint with the famous carpenter St. Joseph, the

husband of the Virgin Mary" (44) . The double-edge of the

3 Nicholas' fury internal, which so offends Äbsolon, works
as a parody of Plutof s "fury infernal" (Kt\T 2684 ) which
causes Arcite to be thrown from his horse; in both cases, a
rumbling in the bowels (of either Nichofas or of the earth)
is c¡itical to the denouement of the pfot.
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religlous satire "pushes to the blasphemous extreme the

simllarities beti{een the Creator, the Saviour, and the

Saved, on the one hand, and their antitypes the -Avenger, the

Tempter, and the Eallen, on the other" (Prior 60). In the

tale, Nicholas sings the ,A¡çreJ us ad virginem, which places

hi¡n in the rofe of cabrief speaking to the Vírgin, but the

aflusion to the sacred event is undermined by association

with Nicholas' lascivious intentions: e.g./ as !ùhen "prively
he caughte hlre by the queynte" (321 6). Throuqh Nicholas,

appropriation of the Annunciation, " lthe Miller] depicts

clerical .Learning as a cynical exploitation of the lrlord with

which the re.Ligious state is entrusted" (Knapp, Chãucer 40),

a depiction, incidentally, consistent with Wyclif's distrust
of the clergy.

Prior claims that Afisoun's role as "a type of the

Virgin Mary 1s primarily suggested through her

relationship to Nicholas" (67) . However, the alfusions
tô religious sl.mbols in Älisoun's description also associate

her with the Virgin Mary:

Fair was this yonge wyf, and therwithaÌ

As any wezefe hir body gent and smal . . .

White was hit smok, and broyden al bifoore

Änd eek bihynde, on hir coÌer aboute,

Of col-brfak silk, withinne and eek withoute.

The tapes of hir white voluper

I.{ere of the same suyte of hiT coler,' . . .

I JZJJ-42 )
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Rowland explains that AÌisoun is compared to the \^¡ease.l

which "conceived by the ear and gave birth through the

mouth" as the Virgin conceived God's Son, the t{ord made

ffesh. Alisoun is dressed in black and white, which are the

"colours of hofiness"; she is "softer than the wolle is of a

wether" (I(lf 32491 and lvool is "the most famous of afl
symboÌs of the Virgin Mary" (Rowland 47 ). However, vrhen

these images are considered ín the context of the lecherous

"swalwe" (3258), ,Alisoun's coltish spirit, her plucked

eyebrows, and her "fikerous ye" (3244 ) , the relígious
slmbols of wool and weasef are mingled with their natural,

sexual characterlstics and are thereby undermined. Afso, the

narrator's assertion that she was "a prymerole, a

piggensnye, / For any ford to leggen in his bredde, / Or yet

for any good yeman to wedde" (3261-lA) subverts the

religious illusion that the references to the Virgin Mary

create. Alisoun comes to resemb.le "the eternal Eve" (Rowland

47), eäsily seduced by Nicholas playing the rofe of the

Tempter.

Knapp explains that, in the expropriation of Noah's

Ffood, Nicholas' scheme hlnges upon "using in a distorted
way the dominant discourse of obedience to bibfical
injunctions" (Chaucer 36), reinforcing the validity of
Augustine's concern for those who believe without

questioning. Nlchofas takes advantage of John's faith in

what he be.l-ieves to be Scriptural truth and his befief in
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the power of words to port.ray truth and reaÌity, relying on

his "pious ignorance',:

Ii]n Nicholas, trick, the predictive power of
science, in this case astrology, and the sacred

power of scripture (the Noah story) are used

cynicalÌy to authorize a scam completely of
NichoÌas's own manufacture. (Knapp, Chaucer 39)

-Again, Nichofas seems to play the role of God/ s messenger

(if not of God himself) as he predicts another flood to
John. Hovrever, Nicholas provides what VùycÌif would call a

"tyÍng glose" to his o!.rn text; John is deceived by having

too great a faith in words, and in the dominant religious
and scientific authorities that Nichofas expÌoits.

Nicholas is able to convince John that his prediction
of the approach of another flood is true because John

believes in the BibÌe stories: he does not question
NichoLas' story, but cries, .,Àl]as, my wyfll A¡d shafl she

drenche?" (3522-3), illustrating his immediate and absofute
falth in NichoÌas, words. As Knapp efaborates, .'It]he whole

scam relies on John, s belief in the truth of the Bible,
which in turn rests on its pervasiveness and authority Ín
his culture (for John Ís a simple and unoriqinaÌ man),,

(Chaucer 40). .Cnd, it is John, s simplicity and lack of
originaÌity that altow Nichofas to manipu],ate and subvert
the privileged religlous position, while providing an

a-lternative which must rely on John, s faith and his
incomplete knowledge of the Bible for its validation.
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Nicholas recognizes that the discourses he manipulates are

very powerful, but he a.lso has to be aware of their
weaknesses: if he believed that Bible stories about the

punishment of sin vrere true, "the chance he takes with hÍs

blasphemy wou.ld be too great Nichofas is not afraid
of the consequences of diverting authorized discourses--

bibficaf and astrological --to his own ends,, (Knapp, Chaucer

40).

The religious satire in the Tale appears to be informed

by the Nominalist idea that the power of words can create
íllusions of goodness that can dÍsguise underlying

corruption. As Knapp observes, '.[t]he Tale should be cafled
Nominålist because words--signifiers--are irïeverently pried
loose from what they signify. No guaranteeinq order is
assumed to prevail to keep everything in place,, (Chaucer

48). "Hende" Nicholas, references to divine 1y- inspi red

events create illusions without substance: his test of his
own cleverness and the manipulation of his clericaf
knowledge fail when he is unable to see through Absolon, s

words and is "scafded in the towte,, (3853). Nicholas

orchestrates the events and initialÌy seems to control the

illusions he creates with his words, but the fanguage on

which he refies fai_Is him; as Knapp says, he ..should have

trusted the stabifity of language less, not more. . . . He

is vulne¡able to unpredictable accidents and the

machinations of his ¡ivals in this chaotic worÌd,, (Chaucer

40) , In the end, À-bsof on, s courtÌy persona, John, s falth in
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the privileged position of religious authority' and

Nicholas' deceptions are worth no more than a fart. AÌisoun

alone goes unpunished for her disloyalty to her husband,

partly because she is the on.Ly one who is unconcerned with

words. She is involved onfy with the tangible reaÌities of

sex, and not i.¡ith the abstractions of science or philosophy.

Llke Alisoun, the Míller seems to embody a principle of

action and a concern for what is rea.l , He laughs at those

who fall ínto the marle pit of "pious ignorance. "

In "The Clerk's Tale," as in "The Miller's Tale," one

character subverts an authority's use of fanguage to

orchestrate events as though he were a god. ln the Clerk's

narrative, trltalter uses words to deceive, to manipulate, and,

in the end, to justify his deceptions and manipulations.

Knapp observes that tr^Ialter desires "G¡iselda's 'sadnesse fo.r

to knowe' in order to purge himseÌf of something that looks

very much flke intellectual doubt" (Chaucer 138). However,

Ockham's Nominalist view of know-ledge saw

a severe restriction on what could be predicated

about cod and divíne things by the unaided

rational human mind. The emphasis came to be

placed on an ever wider scope for faith in

defíning the nature of God. (Stepsis 132)

fn the tale, Walter's ineffectual experiment demonstrates

that reason aÌone is not enough to dispel inteffectual
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doubt; he is no more certain of Griselda's constancy in the

end than he vùas at the start.

Like "The Mil.Ier's Tale, " "The C.Lerk's TaÌe" seems to

môve towards the mora.I that "[m]en sholde nat knowe of
Goddes pryvetee" (MilT 3454 ) . With its references to Job)

(817-2, 932) and situationaf parody of Äbraham's

acquiescence to God's demand that he sacrlfice his son

(501-4), "The Cferk's Tale" seems to advíse individuafs to

accept injury wilhout question, and that their individuaf
wills should be in complete conformity with God,s. The

relationship between trIalter and Grisefda ref.lects the

relationship Ìletween God and humankínd: "sith a wonman was

so pacient/ Unto a mortal man, wel moore us oghte/ Receyven

al in gree that God us sent" 11-49-51) . Thls reÌatíonshíp
impfies that it is best to accept the Lord's wilÌ without

guestion. However, by showing the possible consequences of
blind acceptance and pious ignorance, the tale sub'verts its
own mo¡al.

The Clerk's philosophicaÌ positioning of üIâ.lter as God

ís problematic: as Stepsis says, trnlaÌter is "cruel, vain,

capricious, and unfeel-ing" (1,29). Walter reflects the

NomÍnalist vision of the absolute freedom of God; as Stepsis

observes, "It]he only absol"utely true statements that man

can make about God is that He can do r./hatever He wills and

He can will anything because he knows everything" (135). .As

a result, God can afso determine what is good:
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that which is good is not qaad per se, but is good

because God wilfed it to be qood; and s.ince his
wiff is free and alf-powerful, it is entirely
conceivable that He coufd wil_l something to be

good, rather than that which is now the qood.

(Stepsis 134 )

Chaucer's portrayal of Walter as constrained only by His own

will forces his readers to question the orthodox doctrine of
the appropr.iatenes s of submissive responses to God's

seemingly arbitrary decisions to test his people. Eor

exarLple, Abraham's willingness to sacrifice his son seems

unnatura.l and is reflected in Griselda, s equally unnatural

submíssion to her husband's whíms. Grlselda remains constant

to her lord despite his cruelty and, by consentlng to the

murders, actually becomes an accompÌice in the crimes.

Vlalter considers Griselda, s consent to what she believes is
the murder of her children a virtuous act, creating a

paradoxical sítuation in which murder can be at once

virtuous and unvirtuous. Thus, the tale challenges the

morality of such conformity and âlso of the tests that
tr{alter attempts to justify as he manipulates Ianguage.

Through the testing, Griselda supposedly becomes

an emblem of the patient human soul in its ideal
response to the adversíties visited on it by God

or as a figure of the Virgin, Job, or Abraham in
their obedience to the apparently arbitrary
demands of the lord. (Stepsis 129)
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She vows to conform her will entirely to Íüa]ter, s; Stepsis

writes that, " [h]uman freedom resides 1n the abiÌity of the

creature to conform his wiÌl to the infinitely free will of
the Creator" (L34) . As a result, a person, s action is
virtuous not in itseÌf but because of the conscious decision

to do God's wi1l, whatever God, s wi.lÌ happens to be. Thus,

Griselda's unvirtuous behaviour becomes virtuous according

to Walter's rervríting of events.

Once Grise.lda has made heL vow of conformity, a1l signs

of her former life are erased and she "translated was in
swich richesse" (385). The .t4i dd_Z e English Dictionary defines

"translated/' as \[t]o change the nature, condition, or
appearance transform, alter ; aÌso, advance

(one's position)" (983). David Wallace writes that
" It] ranslation in Chaucer is a term that is customarily
hedqed with nervous qualifications. . Every translation
contains a trace of impurity because no translator can

guarantee a perfect transfer between languages,, (197).

Translating inevitably changes the essence of the original

his or her own interpretation onto it. Thus, Griselda is
transformed by her vow, physically and spiritually: as

Finnegan says, "criselda defiberately creates herself in
WaÌter's image, adopting his ends, and accepting perforce

thereby his means tolvards then" ("She" 307). She verges on

"the edge of vowing the extinction of herseÌf as a person.

Such extinction lmplies the abroqation of conscience, of the
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authority to make moral decisions" (Finnegan, "She" 306) ,

Her obedience is a form of "pious ignorance, " an

unquestioning acceptance of what Idalter demands of her which

demonstrates her blind faith in something beyond her

understanding. Because she has become a reflection of

Walter's own beÌiefs and intentions, his test reveals more

about himseff than it does about Griselda: through the

tests, Griselda becomes alienated from both her sense of her

seÌf and from flalter (and, therefore, from God) . In fact,

Wafterf s transformative test is doomed to fail llecause he

"has made Griselda unkno\'ùabf e to himself by the very command

on which the marriage is based" (Kirk 116) :

I seye this: be ye redy with good herte

To al ny lust/ and that I frely may,

As me best thynketh, do yow laughe o.r smerte,

And nevere ye to grucche it nyght ne day?

And eek whan I sey 'ye,' ne sey nat 'nay,'
Neither by word ne frownyng contenance? (351-356)

"The Clerk's Tafe" further chal.lenges the doctrine of

patience and acceptance to which Gríselda subscribes by

taking her submission to extremes. She tells trn/alter,

If I hadde prescience

Youre wyl to knowe, er ye youre l"ust me tolde,

f wolde it doon rvithouten necligence;

BUL now I woot youre lust, and what ye wolde,

A1 youre plesance ferme and stabfe f hofde;

For wiste f that my deeth wol-de do yow ese,
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Right gladly wolde I dyen, yow to p.lease.

(659-665)

Griselda acknowledges a willingness to fulfill [rTalter's

desires even l¡efore he tells them to her; she insinuates

that if she had known he wanted to kill their son, she wouÌd

have committed the murder herseÌf. She is even willing to

conunit suicide. Griselda is willing to sacrifice not onÌy

her own life and her children's lives but ít appears that

she is also willing to sacr:if.ice her soul. The C1erk

demonstrates the double edge of this doctrine of

unquestioning acceptance and "pious ignorance": religious
philosophy fai-ls to provide an adequate solution to l¡üalter/s

tests, and the individuafs within the artistlc frame--and,

by extension, the audience outside--are feft to conslder the

nature of the refationship between God and humans for
themse.lves.

Van says that Walter's "relentless testing of Grisel-da

is an examination, lly surrogate, of his own spiritual
j,nterior" (215). Like Nichofas, Walter seeks to test his own

knowledge of philosophy and human nature. He cfaims that his
people are dissatisfied, that he intends to remarry, and

even that he has the power to obtain Papal bu.Lles with which

he convinces Griselda that the Pope approves of his p1an.4

4 the ambiguity of the bulIes' authenticíty is irrelevant
because, as Wyclif observed, the binding power of any buJ-le
depended upon the moral state of the Pope h¡ho íssued it;
even .if the bulles came from the Pope, he was clearly in
Wa.Iter's service and probably guilty of the sinony that
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Ironlcally, he teffs Griselda to "[t]aak heede of every word

that y yow seye" (475) even though he lies to her throughout

the tests. He manipulates Gr.iselda and imposes a recreation

of reality on her. Inevitably, the tests fai1, even though

Griselda does exactly what Walter requires, As Van observes,

" [b]ecause lwafter] is looking for ocuÌar proof of what

cannot be seen he wiff never kno!'/ for certaín" (22L) .

Walter wants proof of Griselda's virtue, but the evidence

causes him to question her virtue even further; as Finnegan

states,

vùalte.r is now troubfed by Griselda's conduct'

wondering whethe-r her 'pacience' in response to

his 'temptinq' does not exhibit '. , . some

subtilitee, of malice, or of crueel corage.

(69I-92). Thus the tempter himself fears he

has been too successful and he, the narrator and

we are forced to consíder whether Grisefda, in

keeping her promise, has not fost absofutely her

formerly virtuous character. ("She" 316)

At the very least, Griselda is permanently changed by the

testing: Finnegan compares her to a coin that has been bent

to test its worth, remarking that "once havíng been tested

thus, the bent coin can never be reconstituted to its

pristine, lts .innocent, condition" ("$þs/' 319). Walter's

Wyclif despised. In that case, even authentlc bulfes would
have had no true power.
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philosophy fails to remove his inteltectual doubt. In fact,
he is left in more doubt about his wife; he may even have

destroyed that which he valued most in her. The tests faiÌ
to prove anythlng,

"The Clerk's Tafe's" subversion of orthodox religious
ideology demonstrates the failure of languaqte to express the

nature of God. Steinmetz states that .'God is guided by His

own inner sense of justice, which, even if it cannot be

predicted, commends itself to human reason as

self-consistent and reasonable, once it is reveafed" (4f) .

fn the end. !{alter reveals his intention, and his behavior

seems Lo be justified because Griselda appears to have

passed the tests. By manipulating language, he creates the

illusion that the tests were part of a plan and attempts to
demonstrate his omnípotence.

In the tale, the Narrator observes that .'ttlhis markys

in his herte longeth sol To tempte his wyf,, (4SI-2); ',tempt,,

carries with it the demonic implications of entícing a

person to sin.5 However, Walte-r is also connected with God

and the Clerk observes that God does not tenpt men, he

"preeve that he wroghte', (7L52), thereby proving that their
intentions and faith are genuine (MED 1217 ). Because

Griselda passes the tests by avoiding the sin of

5 fhe Uiddle English Dictionary defines ..tempt,, as "It]heact of testing the faith or character of a person. The
act or condltion of being tempted by the devil, flesh-Iy
desires. etc." (L97 ). The act of .'temptinq,, is generally
associated with the Devi1.
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disobedience, Walter is able tô translate "tempt" into

"assai" through a process of linguistic alchemy that

transforms Griselda and alters the people's interpretations

and thus their memories of the events. By the end of the

?a-Ze, "assai,"6 with its ceremonial- and religious

connotations, has replaced "tempt": i{after insists,

I warne hem wel that I have doon this deede

For no malice, ne for no crue.Ltee,

But for t'assaye in thee thy wonmanheede,

. Til I thy purpos knewe and a1 thy wil1.
(1073-8)

Wa.Iter redefines the concepts of "tempting" and "testing" to

reconfigure the events that occur during his testing of

Griselda, much as Nicholas does at the end of "The Mif1er/ s

Tale" vrhen he and Alisoun "tolden every man that lJohn] was

wood" (MLJT 3833). Vfalter also transforms the ideal of
virtue to create the iflusion of a happy ending. Despite the

fact that Griselda's virtue lies in her bfind submission to

externaf forces, rather than in an intrinsicalfy motivated

devotion to what is good, she has proven to Idalter that she

is virtuous in the ways he required, so she is reinstated as

his wife and her children are returned to her. fronicalÌy,

6 'Àssai- is defined as "a testring of characte.r or personaf
tralts (such as faithfulness, friendship, fortitude); trial,
ordeal; A test of arms, combat; an attack or sally;
. a safly (ês of the Devil or an enemy)" (I(ED 436) . This
form of "testing" carries with it connotations of ceremony
and formality.
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Griselda's reward seems to prove that " [a]dversity, no

matter how severe, never invalidates the principle

lthat] God is faithfu] to the sou.L who is faithfuf to Hím"

(Steinmetz 51) . But lüalter's behav.ior onÌy seems to be

justified, and therefore the covenant he made with Griselda

and his people seems to be preserved; the manipufation of

.language creates the illusion that Wa.lter's tests have

proven her virtue and are thereby justified. Through

trnlalter's rec.reation of the events, the authotíty of orthodox

doctrine appears to remain intact: God's actions, "while

mysterious and unpredictable, are finally just" (Steinnetz

51). However, Chaucer reveals the instability of the

orthodox position and undermines its authority through the

exposure of the illusions Walter has created through his

manipulation and creative "transfation" of words.

Just as he uses satire to reveal the inconsistencies in

Wa.lter's logic, Chaucer uses the douL,le-edge of sati.re in

these tales to expose gaps in the logic of the privileged

position of the fate- fourt eenth-cent ury Church. The

radically Nominalist conceptíon of God, seen in the

characters of Nichofas and Wafter, demonstrates the

inability of finite human reason to expÌa.in the infinite.

This Nominalist perspective challenges and empties

traditional readings; in the end, Nominalism is a-Iso emptied

of meaning when it becones radícally skeptical and unstable.

Thus, John warns Nicholas:

Ye, bÌessed be alwey a lewed man
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That noght but oonly h1s bileve kan !

So ferde another cferk lvith astromye;

He walked in the feeÌdes for to prye

Upon the sterres, what ther sholde befalle,
Til he was in a marle-pít yfalÌe;

He saugh nat that. (3455-3461)

John suggests that becom.ing too invofved in abstract studies

causes people to fose sight of real events in the tangibte
world. But John fai.Ls to heed hls own warning; like Nicholas

and Äbsofon, he suffers for his curiosity and his
over-confidence in the stability of language. Walter, tao,

falls into the "marle-pit" (3460) when his desire to control
and understand his wife afienates Griselda from him and

makes her unreadable. Both "The Milfer,s TaIe,, and .'The

Cle¡k's Tale" demonstrate the dangers of dependlng' too

heavily on the stability of any authority when they show how

alternative realities can be creâted with language in order

to subvert these authoritative posítions while, at the same

time, seeming to preserve them"

The ilÌusions that the characters create to preserve or

recreate their vision of the worfd are holfow. The "moraf

order neither punishes lNicho]asl nor rewards John. s

generous concern for Alison or regard for the law,, (Knapp,

Chaucer 41); their reward or punishment is contingent on

.Absolon's unexpected actions, just as his relies on theirs.
Walter, too, is punished by the failure of his tests, not

because he was wrong but because of his ove¡confidence in
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his ability to contro.L fanguâge; the tale merely appears to

have a happy ending. Afthough the characters who seek to

test their knowledgte are able to manipulate others' "pious

ignorance" of certain authorities well enougth to revùrite

their own endings, thelr tests are ultimately unsuccessful.

Philosophy, refiglon, and science fail to provide the

concrete evidence that woufd fill the void created by

intellectual uncertainty, instead, the characters Ì{ho employ

these ideologies face the possibility of becoming further

alienated from the truth that they seek because of their

refiance on a world created with words. The words they use

are insubstantial, changeabÌe, and, finally' not worth a

fart. As the Clerk says, demonstr:ating his recognition of

the weaknesses of his philosophy while still appreciating

the acL of tale-telling,

Lat noon humylitee youre tonge naille,

Ne 1at no clerk have cause or dillgence

To write of yow a storie of swich mervail.le

As of Grisildis pacient and kynde,

Lest Chichevache yow swelwe in hire entrailfe!
(1184-BB)
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CHAPTER THREE

"THE PÄRDONER' S TAIE"

The Mil.Ler and the Clerk demonstrate how authorities

use words to creâte the certaínty and control that maintain

their dominant positions; however, these seeming râtional

certainties are only an ilfusion. For an authority, as welf

as for indivíduals, these if.Lusions are necessary: they

provide reassuring and meaningful answers to questions vùhich

would otherwise be unanswerable. "The Mllfer's Tale" and

"The Cle¡k's Tale" warn their readers not to inquire too

deeply into "Goddes pryvetee" because such questioning can

undermj,ne and destroy the ilÌusions to \^rhich peopfe cling in
pious ignorance. However, both the MiÌfer and the Clerk

intentionally subvert authoritative iffusions ênd leave the

reader with the idea that not everythingt reguires the

support of an authority for valj-dation; some things, such as

the nature of God, can be examined rationally but,

u.ltimaLely, must be accepted on faith aÌone. "The Pardoner's

TaÌe" demonstrates that the shattering of illusions can lead

people to skepticism and despair if they are unab.le to

discover their own form of índividua-I faith. The Pardoner

abuses and misrepresents the Church's ideals and sacraments

through his Nominafist manipulation of the mutable nature of

language, Chaucer creates in the Pardoner a character who

has been stripped of his illusions and his faith, and who is
left with onfy the torment of religious despair in the face

of fundamental uncertainty. In this chapter, I wi.ll fírst
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examine the history of indufgences and penance in the

Catholic Church; then, I will discuss the vrays in which the

Pardoner, ín his despair, abuses and misrepresents these

doctrines through a manipulation of languaqe similar to that
which I have discussed in my analysis of ,'The Miller, s TaIe,,

and "The Clerk' s Tale."

The Pardoner abuses the power he gains through his

association with the Church. People relied on the clergy for
the sacraments that would put their sou.ls in the proper

state of grace and that would ensure their entrance into
heaven. In other words, if a person committed mortal sins,
he or she could potentiâlly be reconcifed wíth cod through

the sacrament of penance. The administration of this
sacrament generally required a member of the clergy with the
proper faculties to hear the confessíon, grant absolution,
and instruct the penitent in ways of avoiding future sin.
Divine forgiveness of all past sins was essent.ial for
salvation; however, before they could receive divine
forgiveness, sinners had genera.Ily to fulfi11 the conditions
of contrition, confession, and satisfaction (Lea 2z 169) .r
Contrition, the result of intense se lf-examinat ion an.ì

1 Contrition is the sinners, sincere repentance for theirsins: "Catholic teaching distinguishes a twofold hatred ofsin; one¡ perfect contrition. springs from the love of God
Who has been grievously offended, the other, imperfect
contrition, arises principally from some other motives, such
as foss of heaven, fear of hefl, the heínousness of sin,
eLc." (Catho.Lic EncfycLopedia 338). perfect contrition does
not necessarily require the sacrament of penance to
reconci.le people to God.
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self-judgnìent, is sincere remorse for offendíng God.

Confession is an act of humil.ity in which sínners are

required to confess their sins and any mitigating

circumstances to a priest who would grant absolution on the

condition that the penitent makes satisfaction. Satisfaction

ìs the act of atonement in which the priest prescribes a

seríes of prayers or actions whereby the sinner can make

amends for offending God. The doctrine of penance requires

that all three conditions be met; absolution is denied to

any person who makes a sacrilegious confession by

consciously concealing even a single mortal sln, failing to

feel contrition, or being unwilling or unable to make

satisfaction. Lea states:

There can be no partial reconciliation wíth God,

and the willfuf omission of a single mortaÌ sin .

. . renders the who-Ie confession invafid and

unsacramental; in factr receiving the sacrament

thus irreverently is a new sin. No amount of

contrition and of life-long penance can wash away

a sin thus conceafed; every confession and

commun.ion is a fresh sin, and it were bettel for

the penitent to live and die wholly without the

sacraments. (1:348)

To encourage peopÌe to meet afl the conditions of

absolutíon, indufgences were presented to those who had

received absofution and who had given donations to support

the church. The indulgences v,rorked in conjunction with the
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sacrament of penance: once the guilt of a sin was forgiven,

an indulgence cou.ld remit either part or alf of the tÍ¡ne

spent in purqatory which had been earned by having sinned

initially (Lea 3: 39). There were two types of indulgences:

plenary (absolute) and partiaÌ. Plenary indulgences

completeÌy excused the holders from punishment; partial

indufgences exonerated them from only part of their

punishment. Indulgences drew on the "Treasury of Merit" in

which "the merits of holy men on earth [beqrinning with

Christ and including all the saintsl formed â fund for the

benefit of the sinner" (Iea 3; 19).

Technically, people l,/ere not allowed to buy or sell

índulgences or relics; however, they could (and the trufy

penitent would) offer goods or money after .receiving an

induÌgence to demonstrate gratitude and continued support of

the Church's good deeds. The difference between buying an

indulgence and giving money in appreciation of an indulgence

is crucial: ín the .Latter situatíon, the penítent who

receives the índulgence has achÍeved the approprlate

psychologicat and spirituaf state; in the former, the person

has paid to make up for the inadequacy of his or her

contritÍon, thereby committing the sin of simony.

To ensure that no one was deprived of the opportunity

to do penance (and to contribute to the church), pardoners

were hired by the Church to offer indulgences and to fuffy

explain their benefits to "the faithfu.L" who were "exhorted

to perform the service or give the 'alms' which woufd
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procure then" (l,ea 3:284); however, this practice was

grossly abused and was eventuaÌÌy abolished in 1567 by Pius

V (Lea 3:424). Pardoners were notoriousÌy corrupt; "counci.ls

everywhere throughout Europe were constantly occupied with

the subject Iof pardoners' cor.ruption], giving ample

evidence of the evil reputatlon of the clerics who followed

the trade of pardoner" (l,ea 3:286). Lea quotes from the

council of Mainz tn 726I which condemns pardoners as:

infamous .liars . . who abuse the word of God for

filthy gain. They often exhibit as relics the

profane bones of men and beasts, they invent

mirac.les . and promise remission of sins in

such fashion that scarce any one can restrain

himself from purchasing, to the destruction of

disciplÍne, for there are few who wílf accept

penance from their priests, believing

themse.Ives to be absolved from their s.ins by such

indufgences. And the gains thus sto.Len from the

Church are spent ín drunkenness, feasting,

garnbling, and J-echery. (3: 281 )

By peddling false pardons and granting fa.lse absolution, a

pardoner not only robs the people of their material-

possessions but possiLrly causes them to fose their sou.ls as

wel1. People who bought fraudulent indulgences would

discover thei¡ error in the afterlife when they received a

punishment that they thouqht had been remitted. Because of

the terrib-Ie repercussions of such abuse, pardoners who took
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advantage of their position for their own personal gain to

the detriment of others were threatened with

excommunication. However, the threats were seldom carried

out because, as Lea notesf there "were always greedy

prelates and needy churches to disregard Irules and

threatsl " (3: 288) .

Between the rigorous spiritual demands of confession

and the people's uncertainty about the exâct nature of the

indulçtences they were receiving, there was great potentia.l

for corruption in the saci:ament of penance. Because some

índulgences were wrong-ly believed to pardon guift as well as

repeal punishment, some people reÌied on the power of an

indulgence rathe.r than attempting to achieve the proper

state of contrition and going to confession; thus, their

sins wou.Ld remain unforgiven. Paradoxica.Ily, however,

contrition itself coufd fead the penitent into the sin of

despair, the seff-imposed alienation of the sinner from God.

Because sin causes the individual to be divided from God and

makes the individual incomplete, the penitent must be truly

remorsefu.l to be reunited with God. Howeve.r, as Patterson

explaÍns, the remorse which feads to contrition and

forgiveness may be overwhelminq to the sinner. If the onfy

way to attain sa,lvation is through

the intensity of fthe sinner's] remorse, he will
enter into a process of self-judgment in which he

alfows himseff no quarter--with the . result

that he wifl become so overwhelmed wíth
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self-foathing that he no longer believes himself

worthy of the sa.Ivation he so desperately desires.

(Patterson, Châucer 318 J

Ironically, then, the attempt to reach the frame of mind

required by the Church had the potential to drive the

penitent to mortaf sln. Unabfe to ask for forgiveness, t-he

sinner remained alienated and lacking in spiritual

wholeness.

The danger to the confessor was a.Lso great. He cou.Id be

led to sin through the confessions of his parishione.rs,

particularlyf it !'/as thought, those of women confessing

carnal sins. Lea coffments on the numerous warnings given to

priests, lnstructing them not to question their penitents

too closely about "sexual aberrations . lest both

parties be led into temptation" (1: 380)" The confessor had

also to avoid the temptation to use his powers of absolution

for material gain either for himself or in alliance with

corrupt pardoners or other clergyrnen. Once tempted and

fallen, the confessor, who would become the penitent, was

equafÌy susceptible to despair.

Because the risks were so great and the penalty for

failing to satísfy the requirements was so high, controversy

and debate surrounded the sacrament of penance. Scholastic

theology argued that contrition before confession was not

necessary, as the sacrament itself often brought about the

appropriately repentant state of mind (Patterson, Chaucer

374). NormalÌy, this meant that the penitent depended on a
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member of the clerqy to admlnlster the sacrament, to guide

him or her through the stages of contrition, and, finally,

to grant absolution. The ritual took responsibility from the

penitent and placed it on the sacrament and the confessor

whlch could be problematic because the penitent becomes

dependent on the priest for guidance ' Wyclif, for example'

lnsisted that "a priest's role was purely decfarative at

best; at worst, when the priest's decision was at odds with

the knowledge of Godr it r./as of no force and was a

misleading and blasphemous arrogation of divine power"

(Hudson Premature 294); in other words' it was possible for

a priest to declare that a sín had been forgíven when God

denied forgiveness, or vice versa. vùycIif argued that the

priest must be in a state of grace to interpr:et correctly

God's wíll; and, since priests were not exempt from s.in,

there was no way to be certain that the confessor belonged

to the congreqatio predestinatorum and was in a state of

grace (and therefore able to give true absofution) . However,

the Church's officiaf stance was that as long as the priest

declared that the penitent's sins were abso.lved, they were

forgiven: the p¡iest' s moral state rr¡a s .irre.Levant . To

explain this stance, which was problematic because it denied

the necessity of a priest providing a moral example, Aquinas

"lcast] the responsibility on God to evoke good out of

evil, forgetful that he lwas] thus practically denying the

priestly power" (Lea 11249) . Patte.rson summarizes the
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despite the efforts of schofastic theologians to

render questions of the psychology of repentance

moot by defining penance as a Ìargely objective

action, the pervasive contrition.ism of

late-medieval religious thought reinstated this

psychology at the center of spiritual concern.

(Chaucer 384)

This debate raised the question of whether priests had

any special power to g.rant absofution; Wyclif insisted

"C.rlste . oonfy clensiþ man of synne, and prestes ben

he.lpers wiþ hyme. And so bynde and vnbynde wiþ hlarre

whenne þei haue þat pov'¡er and þe keye of kunnyng

lknowledge]. and elles þel neþer byynden ne loi"/syn but

scateryn abrood" (Hudsonr PrematuÍe 295) . Tf the penitent

did not need to re.ly on the condition or the examp.le of the

priest for absolution, and the responsibility lay with the

individuaf (as Nominalist theologians claimed), it foflows

that "the sacramenL is not the caus¿ efficiens of grace" .but

merely a sign (Patte.rson, Chaucer 3lll; the responsibility

for proper contrition lay with the individual. on the other

hand, íf the penitent did depend on the priest but could not

receive true absofution from a priest who was in a state of

sin and therefore unab'le to interpret God's wilÌ, there was

no vray of knowing if the penitent's sins were fo.rgiven. The

corruption of the pardoners created the same problems;

people could not depend on the indufqences they obtained,

especially from a person who may not be Licensed to hear
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confessions and v,/hose indu-Igences were not necessarily

genu.ine. Rathe.r than a figure of divine grace and mercy, the

priest risked becoming a figure of arbitrary divine justice:

if absoÌution was effective, the penitent was among the

fortunate; if absolution r{as íneffective, the sinner

deserved no better for having sinned in the first place.

Chaucer creates his Pardoner in the context of these

debates. The Pardoner perpetrates every crime

stereotypicafly attributed to pardoners: he "telfelsl an

hundred false japes" (394 ) ; he preaches, cajoles, and

bfackmails to sell his indulgences and fraudulent relics,
declaring that anyone who has an unforgiven "synne horrible"
(379) on his or her conscience "shaÌ have no power ne no

qrace/ To offren to my relikes in this place" (383-4); he

openly admits that he does not care if "hir soules goon

a-blakeberyed" (405). His corruption both symbolizes and

causes his skeptic.ism and disiflusionment wÍth the Church,

leaving him in a psychological state which reflects the

dangers of the radically Nominalist position. For the

Pardoner, the Church's dishonesty has emptied its sacraments

of meaning and inverted its sac.red siqnifiers by severinq

them from the things that they were thought to signify. The

Pardoner attempts to use the instability of language to

recreate and controf the illusions of certainty and power

surrounding the Church and himself; he promises miracles in
retu.rn for "pens, or eli,es grotes" (37 6) , a despe-rate act of
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simony that depends upon the uncertain nature of language

which aÌlows the Pardoner's patrons to be deceived.

Readers as early as Kittredgte have despised him and

labeled him a lost souf; however, the Pardoner is better

descril¡ed as a figure of despair, a character who is

unredeemed because he has fost faith in redernption. As a

souf in despair, the Pardoner is the product of the

institution that he both represents and perverts. According

to Arieh Sachs,

He who despaired of his salvation was regarded as

being in the psychofogical and theologica.I state

of discordia, disturbed, disordered, isolated, cut

off from the source of his being, and consequently

desiring universal discord and alienation. (232)

The Pardoner exhibits both his despair and his desire for

"universa.l discord" through the sa.le of faÌse refics and the

indifference he shows towards the spiritual state of his

customers. His religious despair is compounded by hís

extreme cupidi tas, which l,eiceste.r defines: "1n the deep

Christian and ALrgustinian sense . . . lcupiditasl refers to

a consuming desire for that which one is Lacking--it means

wanting in both senses" (45) .2 The Pardoner is inadequate as

a spiritual feader and he is lacking the spiritual

2 The oED defines "want"
co fail .. ; togive
purpose, etc, ). 2.a. Not
. e. to be deprived of,

as: "1.b. to fall shortr. d.
out; to be insufficient for (a
to have; to be without; to lack;.
to lose" (879) .
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connectÍon with God that he tries to replace with materíaf

weafth. Thus, the Pardoner appears to face a despair very

símilar to that confronted by existentialism' which declares

that humans are removed from God and that the despâir of

being alienated and insignificant in the uníverse is the

naruraf staLe of humanity.3

As a false preacher, the Pardoner perverts the premises

of teaching, delíghting, and persuading--Augustine's three

criteria for a good speaker (OCD 4.143)--and gives rise to

what Augustine warns against in his discussion of the

potential dangers of Ìocating multiple meanings in

Scripture, When he preaches that money is the root of alf

evil and causes peopfe "soore to repente" (431), the

Pardoner reappropriates Church doctrine and uses it to

further his own purposes. His manipuÌations and deceptions

reveaf the mutable nature of language and the "kinds of

slips [that] are possib,le between the speaker, his language,

and his audience" (Dinshaw 171). These "sfips" demonstrate

the Pardoner's nominafist wordplav, "in wh.ich words and

deeds are at odds with one another" (Watts and Utz 153). For

example, the Pardoner admonishes "Radix mafoÍum est

Cuplditas" (334), hypocriticafly preaching against the sin

3 However, the existentialists, rather fike Chaucer himself,
respond to the recognition of nothingness and
meaninglessness by developing their own persona.l- systems of
belief based on questioning, evafuation, faith, and action,
whereas the Pardoner embraces his despair and becomes
nihifistic and (sel f - ) des t.ruct ive .
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that he consciously and eagerly commits: he will save them

from the dangers ôf material.ism, "for to make the¡n free/ To

yeven hir pens, and namely unto me" (40L-4A2). His claim to

be doing "Cristes hooly werk" (340) is ironic and

blasphemous; he makes a mockery of the Church's languaqe and

rrtuals when "in Latyn I speke a wordes fewe, / To saffron

with my predicacioun, / And for to stire hem to devocion"

(343-45). Even his relics, which are supposed to help people

feel a connection to God, appeal to greed and lead to sin:

he claims that his holy sheep's bone will cure any anÍma1

that has been poisoned by a snake, nu]tiply a man's "beestes

and his stoor" (365), and cure jealousy in husbands--even if

they know that their wives have been unfaithfuf and "taken

prestes two or thre" (371). Finally' anyone who wears hís

holy mitten "sha.l have multipliying of his grayn" (374).

When he boasts that "[b]y this gaude have I wonne, yeer by

yeer, / An hundred mark silh I was pardoner" (389-90), the

Pardoner puns on the vrords God and gaude, once again

juxtaposing the audience's spirituality and credulity with

his own verbaÌ trickery. He is the serpent who wiÌl "stynge"

(413) his enemies with his false preaching.

In his ta.Ie, the Pardoner demonstrates ironlcalfy the

consequences of having too much faith in words (though it Ís

unlikely that his listeners recoqnize the danger they are in

because of their faith in the Pardoner's words)r the rioters

take the .iroy's description of the anthropomorphic

personification of the "privee thef Deeth" literally, and
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flnd only an untimely demise. Like the Pardoner hinself, the

oÌd man says what the rioters expect to hear, but hls words

mls]ead and so direct the rioters to their deaths; afso, the

rioters/ oath that they are "sworen brothertsl" (809) is

rendered meaningless by their treachery. Thus' throughout

"The Pardoner's Profogue" and "Tale," the Pardoner's

audience is placed "in the strange position of knoh¡ing and

not knowing simultaneously" (Peck 756)' In such a position'

the meanings of words that the audience belíeves it has

heard are continualÌy at odds with those intended by the

Pardoner who, like Walter, repeatedly tells his audience to

"Taak of my wordes keep, " (352), even thouglh every word is

fa1se. By exposing the Pardoner's corruption and despair

through such wordplay, Chaucer questions the ability of the

Church's powerful hierarchy (as well as the ritua-ls which

necessitate and sustain it) to provide the individuaf with

answers to questions of belief.

"The Par.doner's Prologue" focuses on the Pardoner's

reappropriation of Penance and indulgences, revealing the

potential to corrupt both confessor and penitent that ís

inherent in the doctrines and practices themselves. As the

Pardoner ptays the role of confessor, his attempt to fill

his spiritual "fack" with il-f -gotten material wealth has led

him further into sini as a penitent, the Pardone.r's despair

has led him to spirituaf sterility through his se.lf-created

alienation frorn God. His declaration that he preaches "nat

bLrt for to wynne, / ,And nothyng for cor.reccioun of synne"
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(403-04) displays the Pardoner's abillty to manipulate

Church doctrine with such brilfiance that he manages to

"maken oother fofk to twynne,/ From avarice and soore to

repente" (430-1) despite his self-serving inentions.

Howeve.r, the Pardoner's

works are not the product of the faith--they are

the product rather of his "yvel entencioun" to

"wynne gold and silver." Hence the Pardoner's

faith is without works, and "even as the body

without the splrit is dead, so a.lso faith without

works is dead" (James 2.26). The Pardoner's faith
is like hís body, his body like his faith--there
but sterile, alive but dead. (Shoaf 218)

fn other words, his works are fruitless. Even the Pardoner's

confession to the sins of greed and hypocrisy is masochistic

and, therefore, an inverted and íneffective sacrament of

Penance. Further, the h/orks he performs are ineffective
because he seems motivated to serve only himself rather than

the penítents, the Church, or God.

The Pardoner's perversion of the doctrine of Penance is
the ¡esult of his inability to believe in any form of

spiritual redemption. The repetition of the word

*wiJ-l-4--which he uses forty times--shows hís attempts to

4 T:ne OED defines "will" as: "the power or capacity of
willing; that faculty or function which is dircted to
conscious and intentional action; power of choice in regard
to act.ion" (34 0-1 ) .
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control his tafe, himself, and his audience. ft also

exemplifies the significance that NominaÌism places on

individual vo.Lition: the morality of any act depends upon

the intentlon behind it. Aqulnas also emphasizes the

importance of the ro.Le of wifÌ in acts of faith: he decla.res

that, to the mind, faith

represents par:tial knor,,rledqe which cannot be

verified in a manner leading to scientific

^^É+-ìñr" It is to overcome these intef.lectualur! uq!11L ), .

scruples that the wi.l1 now intervenes, silencing

the doubts of the intellect. In the compfeted act

of faith, the will supplies what is lacking in the

intellect (Colish 187 )

The Pardoner is unabfe to undertake the leap of faith that

wouÌd overcome his despair and siÌence his inteflectual
doubts. His hypocrisy is both the cause and the result of

this despair. Stripped of the belief in redemption thêt

protects other Christians from despair, the Pardoner fits
Barrett's description of "a being who has become thoroughly

questionabÌe to himself" l4I) because, as Shoaf explains,

the Pardoner "is not whole, and he knows it; moreover, the

corununity in which he must Live can include him only by

ostracizj-ng hím" (274) . Alienated from God, his society, and

hímseff, the Pardoner/ s "psychic ba.Iance" is upset and he

becomes "not only a dispossessed but a fragmentary being"

(Barrett 35), exposed to the nothingness that is his

existence. Unable to escape from his empty state, the
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Pardoner becomes like the Old Man in his tale: homeless'

a.lone, existing in a living death.

The Pardoner's "honest Lhyng" (328) begins with the

confession that he preaches his sermon against greed by rote

and that his intent is "nat but for to wynne, / And nothyng

for correccioun of synne" (404). But the Pardoner's

confession to the pilgrims is defiant and invalid because he

demonstrates no contrition nor is he wifling to change his

ways: in his pride and despair, he inverts the sacrament of

penance by turning his confession into a boâst; for example,

he declares,

I wol have moneie, wolle, chese, and whete'

Äl were it yeven of the povereste paqe'

Or of the povereste wydwe in a vilÌage,

A1 sholde hir chi-ldren sterve for famyne.

(4 4 8-51 )

fnstead of attempting to save himself, he condemns himseff

further, Patterson describes the characteristics of a

typÍcal person in despair: "Accused by his conscience, he

fears to be assaifed; yet nonetheless he is always

increasing that by which he ís assailed. He scorns his

return Ito cod] , despairs of grace, glories in sin" (Chaucer

382) . He cannot hurnble himself to ask sincerefy for

forgiveness because he does not believe it is possible: the

Pardoner despairs further and willfufly rejects the

possibility of redemption. Thus, as Sachs points out,

despair is also a sin of pride because lhe sinners believe,
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in their rebellíon, that "there is more strength in sin than

virtue in God to annul it by forgiveness" (232).

The Pardoner's alienation from God is mirrored 1n his

aLienation from the pilgrims. He ís, says Dinshaw, "the

defective man who makes the gentils cry out and object even

before he beglns to speak"(156) . As Pearsa]] points out, the

Pardoner is a fraud because he is incomplete; his spiritual

lack is amplifíed by the fact that he is a fraud. By

describing the Pardone¡ as "a geldyng or a mare" (691), the

Narrator identifies the Pardoner "in terms of an absence of

something: either male sexua.l organs . . . or mascu.line

gender identification" (Dinshaw 157). This lack of defíning

sexual characteristics is a reflection of his spiritual
castration; his sins "result in insufficiency drawing

him back to the nothingness from which he was originally
fashioned. And its effect was to alienate him from God, from

nature, and from himself" (Shoaf 370). The Pardoner's

spiritual sterility and despair are evident despite his

attempts to portray himself as a figur:e of excess in his

"Prologue" and "Ta.Le. "5 Since penance is the only means by

which sinners can recelve grace and restore themselves to

wholeness, the Pardoner, because he is unabÌe to ask for
grace, is inpotent and ineffective as a spiritual gulde. In

5 The Pardoner's licentiousness and debauchery are also
slmptoms of his despair: Sachs says that "the despairer must
wish at least to enjoy his temporal existence, and this
desire wilÌ drive him to voluptuousness" (233).
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fact, he is not merely ineffective,, he is destructive

because he selÌs what may be fafse pardons: he consciously

and indifferently damns the people who believe that they

have been pardoned when they accept his indulgences.

The Pardoner's physicat and spiritual facks are further

connected through his exclusion from conventiona.I sexuaf

identity. If the pardoner is emascu.lated' the typical gender

categories of male and femafe do not apply to him. The

Pardoner belongs to neither cateqory. Because he is outside

both categories, he is vuÌneral¡le to despair in yet another

way: Sachs notes that Despair argues'

God cannot love an ugly, odd creature fike

yourself. You are deformed, illegitimatefy

conceived, a stranger in God's ordered creation.

The only logical thing to do is despair of ever

becoming part of it. (249)

As "a strançter in God's ordered creation," the Pardoner's

despair and the sense of his own emptiness is masked by his

exhíbitíonism. Left without a discernible identity, the

Pardoner uses h.is words as welf as his refics to recreate

his spiritual and physical identity. Patterson argues,

[l] anguage is the means by lvhich the Pardoner

creates himself for others and for himself'

whether it be the cocksure prattle with which he

simultaneously disguises and reveals his eunuchry'

o.r the witty and fearned sermon, embellished with

telling exempla, with which he establishes his
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authority before the "lewed peopfe. " lchaucer

398 )

As PearsaÌl comlîents' the Pardoner "exists only in the act

of performance" (99); his identity is as illusory as his

relics and his words,

By engaging in Nominalist wordplay, the Pardoner

attempts to create verl¡al diversions to hide what Dlnshaw

would ca1Ì his "masculine lack" and the spirltual impotence

it reflects. He also masks the despair created by his

spiritual and physical deficiencies by emphasizing his

concern with fashion and wea.Lth; as the Narrator observes in

"The General Prologue":

But hood, for jolitee, wered he noon,

For it was trussed uP in his wa.let.

Hym thoughte he rood al of the newe iet,'
Dischevefee, save his cappe, he rood a] bare.

(680-4)

Shoaf explains that if the Pardoner

takes Christ's redemption "fiterally"' reducing it

to "real" coins, he covets "real" coins in part

because of their metaphoricity in the theofogy of

Redemption. . . . Because Ch¡íst's saving work is

understood in terms of purchase, merit, treasury'

weaÌth, and so on, these and refated concepts and

objects hold a special appeal for the Pardoner,

who desires even as he resents and resists

Christ's saving work. (21'8 )
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The excessive nature of the Pardoner's claims that "I preche

nothyng but for coveitise" is part of the masochistic

altempt to draw attention from hÍs nihilism and despair by

suqgesting he is wholly evil and corrupL (Dinshaw 157). The

pilgrims do not realize that the "profit" he seeks and can

never find is vúholeness; his emphasis on greed and avarice

reveafs his rapacious appetite for comp.Ieteness that can

never be sat i s fied.

The Pardoner also attempts to use hls relics and

indufgences as substitutes for his lost physical and

spiritual virility. As Dinshaw states, "he is filled with

the radical desire (cupidjtas) for whofeness; he holds on to

these o.bjects, even thougrh they are false, in hopes that

they will comp.lete him and make him part of the larger

group" (159). His preoccupation with his own incompleteness

is unintentionally reveafed through the dismeÍìlrered body

parts that appear in the Pardoner's speeches (Hoerner 75):

(395), "handes" and "tonge" (398), "Our blissed

l,ordes body they totere" (474), "womirìe . bely

stynkynq cod" (534 ) , "bones" (541), etc. 7\lthough he is

eloquent as a preacher, he reveal,s his obsession with

incornpleteness and despai.r despite his atlempts to conceal

them. The Pardoner pÌays roles, assuming personas which are

artificialfy active and virÍle: he interrupts the Wife of

Bath in her ProJoque to "teche us yonge men of you.re

praktike" (187) and cÌaims to have "a joly wenche in every

toun" (453), As Pearsall observes, even "the Summoner's
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'stlf burdoun' ("General Prologue, " 6'73) becomes an obscene

doubfe entendre, indicative of the nature of the association

between the Sumrnoner and the Pardoner" (94). As PearsalL

suggests, the Pardoner has not "lost the sense of the

relationship beth/een the i./ords he uses and the reality to

which they refer" (100); in fact, he understands the

refationship so we.ll that he attempts a Nominafist

recreation of reality ând himseLf through his language.

However, his words cannot do what he requires of them and so

reveal more of himself and his depair than he intends. The

Pardoner "presents a theatricalized se lf- repres ental ion of

evll so extravagant that it necessarily calls itself into

question" (Patterson, Chaucer 398) .

As he is in his profogue, the Pardoner seems to be

present in his tafe as a figure of fack rather than as the

figure of excess that he claims to be (Patterson, Chaucer

4O2l . The se.L f -des t ruct ive behavior of the three rioters who

"doon the devet sacrifise,/ Withinne that deve-Ies temple in

cursed wise,/ By superfl-uytee abhominable" (469-11') reflects

the Pardoner's own perilous spiritual existence; they, too'

take pride in their sins and are brazen.ly unrepentant, and

they represent the Pardoner's belief that redemptíon and

alonement are impossibfe for those who have willfully

rejected God. The three rioters vow that they "wol sfeen

this false traytour Deeth" (699), "ca]1[ing] up suggestions

of Christ's sacrifice, which is the unspoken alternative to

their misled and unregene.rate quest" (Knapp, Chaucer 83).
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They afso enact an inverted Eucharist when the "yongeste of

hem alÌ" (BO4) gives them the bread and poisoned wine that

bring's death rathe.r than eterna.L life to those who eat and

drink it (Patterson/ chaucer 402); Lhe poisoned wine ís

analogous to the Pardoner's poísonous words (Leicester 53):

"Thus spitte I out my venyrn under herqe/ Of hoolynesse, to

semen hooly and trewe" (42L-2 ) . The inversion of Chr.ist's

sacrifice and the Eucharist is similar to the Pardoner's

perversion of the indulgences and refics which should lead

to salvation but Ìead instead to damnation.

In the Pardoner's corrupt imagination' the three

rioters are an inverted trÍnity: "we three been af ones"

(696). This parody of the Trinity ls pushed farther when the

two ofder r:ioters send the younger "to the toun" (837);

while he is away, they plot his murder. tr^Ihen the rioter

returns, the other two kill him; this scenario is a

perversion of God's pfan to sacrifice His Son. In this

version of the Trinity, no one is saved by the shedding of

blood: there is no resurrection. The other two rioters die

when they eat the bread and wine, a poísoned last supper

shared within siqht of their murdered friend's corpse. like

the Pardoner, this Trinity is spiritually dead. Even the

apothecary, whose duty is to heal people physically just as

a cferic's duly is to heaf them spiritually, is willingly

deceived and sel.ts the poison to make a profit: he tefls the

young man that he will give him

Ä thyng that, also God my soule save'
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fn al this wor.Id ther is no creature

That eten or dronken hath of this confiture - - .

That he ne shal his life anon forlete;

Ye, sterve he sha.l, and that Ín fasse whíÌe

Than thou wolt goon a paas nat but a mile'

This poyson is so strong and vioì-ent. (860-6)

Not ônly does the apothecary tell the rioter that the poison

is strong enough t.o kifl anything, he even suggests how far

away the rioter could get before his victim dies.6

Everything with the potential for good is made questionable

through Nominalist inversions in the tale because the story

1s t-old by a despairing, spiritualfy dead character who has

attempted to replace redemption with the materiaÌ

possessions of this wor]d. Since the sacraments depend upon

grace, the Pardoner can only invert them.

The other prominent figure in the tale is the Old Man

whose words mirror the Pardoner's spiritual dismemberment:

"Lo how I vanishe, fJ"essh, blood, and skynl/ Alfas, when

shall my bones ben at reste?" 1132-3); his age and inability

to die represent the Pardoner's living death. According to

Pu.rdon, the Old Man is the most "theologicalÌy accurate

description lof ] the punishment meted out to those 1ivíng in

despair by sinning against the Holy Spirit" (335). The Old

Man represents the "Cain-like wandering," Patterson says'

6 of course, the
advantage of the

rioter ís kilfed before he
apothecary' s sound advice .

is abfe to take
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the "fiving death, wandering, and sterility" which "are a.Ll

characteristics of despair, and they are characteristics
shared by the Old Man and his creator and alter ego, the

Pardoner" (Chaucer 404). The Old Man also represents the

Pa¡doner's nihilism: he wa]ks the ea¡Lh,

. lyk ð restelees kaityf,
And on the groundf which is my moodres gate,

I knokke with my staff bothe erly and late,
And seye, "Leeve mooder, leet me in!" (728-3I)

Às Leicester writes, the Ofd Man represents the Pardoner,s

desire

to be rid of not physical decay but consciousness.

Although he sounds suicidal (121-33), the Old Man

is not so in the ordínary sense. What he

wants is to be swallowed up--"Leeve mooder, Ieet

me in" (731)--to become nothing, to escape from

the reslfess consciousness of his privation, his
cupiditas. ( 49)

Most fearfuì- of a]l, the OÌd Man can be recognized as a

syrbol of the Nominallst vísion of divine justice. The

rioters die with all their sins on their heads and are,

therefore, damned. The Old Man sends the three to their doom

when he di.rects them "up this croked wey" (76I) r but he

cannot be viewed as a demonic figure even though his actions

may not fit the mortal conception of divíne mercy and

justice; the rioters were never deprived of their free wiff
and mo¡tals cannot know God, s intention for humanity. Thus,
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God's will ís served and their punishments are just because

it is God' s will.

In telling his tale. the Pardoner seems to come close

to a moment of seff-recognition. He poses a question in his

sermon:

Allas, mankynde, how may it bitide

That to thy creatour, which that the wroughte

And with his precious herte-b.Lood thee boghte,

Thou art so faÌs and so unkynde, a-llas? (900-3)

He continues on r.rith his invocat.ion of God to forgive the

"goode men" (904) and warns them to be wary of avarice, but

he does not ínclude hímself with the men whom God shoufd

pardon which, Sâchs observes, is yet another symptom of

despair: "[t]he despairer placed himseff outside the divine

order in precisely the way lucifer had rejected his honoured

post in God's ordered kingdom" (232). Another, more tefling
example is his statement to the pilgrims:

And .Ihesu Crist, that is our soules leche,

So graunte yow his pardoun to receyve,

For that is best; I woÌ you nat deceyve. "
(916_18)

The tone of the fines is self-mockinq; he has already

excluded himself from the "goode men" who need to be (or

even can be) saved--he says "yov,¡" not "usr" even though he

has admitted that he has many unforgiven sins. He recognizes

Christ as the redeemer yet he parodies the healing that he

desperately needs and wants (Patterson, Chaucer 223). Since
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he cannot confess, he returns to his outrageous offer of

pardons and relics through whlch' as Finnegan observes

("Eschatology" 308), he usurps the power and position of God

with the declaration, "I yov'¡ assoifle, by myn heigh power. "

Like Wafter and Nichofas, the Pardoner becomes a parody of

the unknowable and unpredictable God that Chaucer suggests

is represented by the corrupt and controlling cj-ergy.

Peering for a moment into his own "spiritual abyss"

(Patterson, Châucer 388), the Pardoner sees the depth of his

despair and alienation. He faces a crisis of faith: the

Pardoner's desperate craving for salvation results in

the fear or the b.Iank awareness that comes when

you realize that you are only one . . that

there was only yourself to deaÌ wlth aff the time.

I{ith this recognition, with the Ìack of a genuine

"other," you collapse into nothingness. (Shoaf

2L6)

Even after his confession and revealing tafe, the

Pardone.r rejects his own advice to the pilgrims to look to
God for pardon and falÌs back on the ritual he knows. His

"sickness . has become aÌmost comfortable" (Shoaf 223).

His moment of sincerity becomes a sadomasochistic attack: if

they are awed by his rhetoric and buy his fafse relics so he

can "assoí1le" them, he triumphs over them. lf they counter

his attack, he reÌishes the masochistic pleasure of his

false atonement. Like his confession, the Pardoner's act of

atonement has been inverted. He has not hunìbl-ed himself;
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rather, he has revealed his pride and his contempt.

Leicester paraphrases the Pardoner's sales pitch (9L9'45):

I am what the pope licenses, what the church

supplies for your spiritual needs; I am the

instrument of Christ's me.rcy' the representative

of the Holy Ghost among you; I am what you kneel

to, whose relics you kiss (51 )

The Pardoner's expressíon of this attitude both undermines

the authority of the Church and his own role in it, and

draws Harry Bailey's attack. His masochism creates a mask

behind which he can hide and control what his audience sees.

Masochism is a perversion of humifity, just as his

sacri.Iegious confession ís a perversion of penance in which

he is punished but never forgiven. Divided from God' the

Pardoner suffers

insatiable longlngs for the inversions of God, for

the created rather than the C.reator, for

peripheral accidents that serve to

consolidate the Pardoner's illusion of the proud

self as center. (Hoerner 81)

The Pardoner inverts the inìages of God and the sacraments

because, in his despair, he both longs for them and' because

he cannot have them, hates them. He waf .Lows in hís spirituaf

pain which serves as both a perverse act of atonement and a

confirmatíon of his existence (in a nominalist and an

existentiâ] sense), and which fends significance to his

otherwise meaningless J-i fe.
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The Pardoner's despair makes him dangerous because he

has no hope and no desire to save himself or anyone efse. He

afso has the potential to stop the pilgrimage permanently

which, as a spirituaÌ journey, seeks the way to heaven. If

St. Thomas' reÌics are repÌaced by the Pardoner's fa.lse

ones, the pilgrims wouJ-d have no .reason to continue, and

woufd be ín the sâme spiritual condition as the Pardoner.

Fo.rtunate.ly, the Host's aggressive decÌarat.ion that "f wofde

f hadde thy coillons in myn hand. f wol thee helpe hem

carie; They shul be shryned in an hogges toord!" (952-55)

"disarms" the Pardoner (Patterson, Chaucer 409) by rendering

him speechless and breaking the spell that the Pardoner has

attempted to cast with his words; the danger is averted and

the pilgrimage continues.

By reveafing the danger inplicit ín depending too

heavíly upon supposedly sacred ceremon.ies that are

administered by another imperfect being, "The Pardoner, s

Tale" allows Chaucer to challenge the legitimacy of
confession and, by extension, the rest of the Church's

sacraments by demonstrating the ease with which they corrupt

and can be corrupted. He makes b-lind obedience to Church

doctrine impossible by forcing his readers to guestion an

institution that woufd place such a destructive man in a

position of power over God's flock and, through the

Pardoner, to question the necessity of a ritual that has the

potentia-L to drive people to despair. Through the Pardoner's
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corruption, Chaucer reveals the illusions that the Church

attempts to maintain:

fn every case what ouqht to be a manifestation of

divine power, mercy, care' and love is shown to be

cheapened and undone by human stupidity or maÌice,

unthinking literalism or calculating

self-interest. i{hat the Pardoner is making fun of

is the way the putative transcendence of the

institutions of the church is continually reduced

to a set of merely human practices. (Leicester

43)

"The Pardoner's Tale" demonstrates the spiritual abyss

created by the foss of faith in illusions of certainty:

because the Pardoner has no faith, he cannot operate within

the ideology of the Church, nor can he c.reate his own

alternative set of beliefs, as do the Mifler and the Cferk,

each in his own way.
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CHAPTER FOUR

CONCIUS ION

In The Canterbury Tafes, Chaucer reveaÌs the failure of
any authority to provide a definitive sofution, based soÌefy

on rationa.l and empirícal- evidence, to questions of

existence and belief. Only an act of faith, whether secular

or relig.ious, can provlde the fundamenta.l assurances of
significance and meaning which are absent from the Mi.ller's,
Cferk's, and Pardoner's tales; unlike the insubstantiaf

iflusions required to sustain mortal authorities. only faith
can provide the individual with authentic answers to

questlons of belief or dj-sbefief . Chaucer's application of
Nominalist prÍnciples in these ta.les demonstrates the

weaknesses of the orthodox medieval Church doctrine by

shoiving that universaf s -- íncluding the relationship between

signifiers and signifieds, and the concepts of good and

evil--might not exist and, therefore, can provide no

certainty. However, Chaucer aÌso shows that Nominalism is as

unstab.Ie as orthodoxy: in its radícal- form, Nominal-ism is so

cont.ingent on individual interpretation and experience that
it, too, can fead to skepticism, despair¡ and even, as the

Pardoner illustrates, nihifism. I{ithout the protective

ilfusions that. the Church or other authorities attempt to

maintain, people must find their own certainty throuqh their
own faith. The exposure of the illusions of certainty
inherent in any ideology to vrhich individuals cling--whether

reJ-igious, philosophical, or scientific--leaves those
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individuals in fundamental doubt. As Leicester explains' the

individual who becomes enqulfed ln a desire "to become

nothing" (49) faces a crisis of despair and afienation which

is essentíaI1y analogous to that of the existentiaÌists
(49). Sa, while the Miller and the CÌerk manage to avoid

falling lnto the "marle-pít" (MilT 3460) created by

insecurity and disillusíonmentf the Pardoner cannot; he,

like the Old Man in his tafe/ despairs. Chaucer himself may

have responded to this recognition of despair by embarking

on his own spiritual pilgrimaqre ín writing The Canterbüry

Tafes.

Chaucer's depiction of the depair that resuÌts fron the

loss of confidence in fundamental beliefs and autho.rities is

not limited to the Millerfs, C.Ierk's, and Pardoner's tales.

Chaucer demonstrates throughout The Canterbury TaJes how the

power of any authority resides partly in its ability to use

words: he tests the ability of religion, science,

philosophy, language/ and individuals' perceptions to revea.I

truth. Even literary tradition is questioned in The Tafes.

Chaucer the pilgrlm telfs two tales: "Sír Thopas" undermines

the conventions of Romance poetry by creating two hund-red

and six frivolous fines of outrageous rhymes and limping

neter. When the Host compl-ains that Chaucer's "drasty rymyng

is nat worth a toord!" l93A), Chaucer responds with "The

Tafe of Me.libee, " which is a "practical demonstration of the

ways in which the author can manipu.late his discourse and

h ov'/ that resu.ltant text can be variously apprehended by the
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audience" (Waterhouse and Griffiths 340). The pilgrims'

ecstatic response to the mora.l quaÌity of the tale cafÌs

further attention to this parody of fiterature and fanguage

because, as Waterhouse and Griffiths point out, "as a moral

lesson, the tale's 'sentense'/significatlon is finally

indeterminabfe" (339).1

Similarly, the I4iife of Bath manipu.lates the words of

anti-feminist authors to se.rve her own purposes, one of
which is to justify he.r actions. She begins her tale by

invoking experience as her authority; but, in her

"Prologue, " the Wife turns the words of authorities to her

advantage, thereby revealinqr not only the flaws in the logic

of the patriarchy but also the weaknesses in her own

argument. She attempts to recreate herself in her "Profogue"

and "Ta1e," but the inconsistencies and contradictions in
her language work against her by revealíng the discrepancies

in her story and, ultimately, by causing the illusions she

wishes to create about herself to fail. This failure calls
to mind the NominaÌíst contention that only in immediate

experience are things known; once an experience has been

transferred to memory, the individua.L's knowÌedge of events

becomes unre-liable.

1 tr{aterhouse and Griffiths explain t.hat "Meflbee 1s
reconciled wlth the world, the flesh, and the devi1.
Thus there is an irreconcilable gap between the narrative
discourse and its story on the one hand and the potential
allegory to which we are a.lerted by Dame P¡udence herseJ-f on
the other, since coherent paraflels that fit into the
syntagmatic line of each fevel do not exist" (346).
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The I{ife of Bath is not the only character who

reinterprets events to suit her own purposes. In "The

Merchant's Tale," young May is able to reconfigure the

events that old January witnesses in the garden so that he

distrusts his own eyes and doubts what he actually has seen.

when he declares with absolute conviction that, "He swyved

thee; I saugh it with myne yen,/ And elles be I hanged by

the halsl" (2378-1 9), she convinces him that he had "som

gll,rnsyng, and no parfit siqhte" (2383); his statement, "me

thoughte he dide thee so" (2386) shows his growing

uncertainty. May finally convinces him that "If]uI many a

man weneth to seen a thynq, / And it is af another than it
semeth. / He that mysconceyveth, he mysdemeth" Q4A8-I0).
May's revísion of events demonstrates the potential for
deliberate mi s interpretat ion and the power of a speaker to

intentlonally lead peopÌe astray. Similarly, the alchemist, s

ruse leads the príest astray in "The Canon, s Yeoman,s Tale,"
in which the afchemist's transmutation of base metal into
s.i.lver is nothing but a trick, accomplished through sleight
of hand and convincing language. The narrator laments, "O

se.Iy preest ! O sely innocent ! With coveitise anon thou shalt
be blent l' (701 6-11). The priest is blinded by his greed and

so is easiÌy deceived by the alchemist, who takes advantage

of the priest's desire to believe 1n the ifluslon that he

creates. This scientific practice is exposed as fraudulent,'

like Nicholas/ astronomy and Walter's philosophy, its
success depends on l:lind faith and "pious ignorance." Thus,
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the aÌchemist's trick with silver is analogous to ftTa.Iter's

trick with Ìanguage: hís base temptations of Grisefda seem

to become virtuous tests and Grisefda seems to be

"trans.Lated" positive.Ly, even though she consents to what

she believes are the murders of her children.

Language is afso shown as unref iab.Le in "The Manciple's

Tal-e" when Phebus, the God of poetry, uses .it to reconfigure

the events which led him to murder his wife: he convinces

himseff that the crow speaks falsely when it cries,

"Cokkow!" (243 ) and that his own vision of his wife's

constancy is a true ref-lection of reality. language in the

tale is unable to represent reality accurately because its

ability to create illusion seems g.reater than lts abllity to

represent truth; fike old January, Phebus clings to his

ilfusions rather than facing what he has done. Phebus is
able to recreate falsely both hls !'¡ife and reality because

anyone who cou.Ld refute or disprove his retelling of the

events has been silenced: any alternative positions have

been overpowered by the authoritative. The tale conc.ludes

with the narrator's despairing cry for silence:

Thyng that is seyd is seyd, and forth it gooth,

Though hy'm repente, or be h y.rn nevere so

looth.

He is his thraf t.o whom that he hath sayd

A tale of which he is now yvele apayd.

My sone, be war, and be noon auctour newe
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Of tldynges, wheither they been false or trewe,

(355-60)

Thus, deception and the fafse recreation of reality are not

the only dange.rs implicit in the slippery nature of
Ìanguage. Users of language risk facing alienation f¡om

others because of the inability of fanguage to fully express

their ideas, and from themse.lves through self-deception, As

a result, the individual must either find a way to move

beyond this emotíonaf and spiritual void or fall into
despair.

The final tale is told by the Parson. Chaucer's

presence is felt, as it is in "Sir Thopas" and "The Tate of
Melibee, " when the author outside the artistic frame is
recognized as the shadow of Chaucer the pilgrin: "My shadwe

was at thíÌke tlme, âs there/ Of swiche feet as my lengthe

parted were/ In sixe feet equal of proporcioun" (1-9) . The

journey comes to an end as night faffs: the pilqrimage has

revealed the insufficiency of various ilfusions to which

many of its participants have clung, and shown the despair

that results from that revel-ation. Because the cry, "be noon

auctour newe/ Of tidynges" ("Manciple's" 359-60) is followed

by a sermon whÍch seems to repeat the traditional teachings

of the Catholic Church and because The Canterbury ?aJes ends

with Chaucer's retractions, there ís a sense of personal

conviction in this fínal sermon /treat i se .

Schol,ars such as Sheila Delaney argue for Chaucer's

desperate reversion to the old dogmas and blind faith in the
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Church because he "can find no reason to believe" (118). It
can aÌso be argued that the tale expresses the abso.lute

despaír of one who no longer believes in his power to create

or find meaning in existence and so fafls into a creative

void by repeating the authoritative and traditionaÌ words of
the Church (even though the illusions and uncertainties

inherent in those words have already been revealed in the

other tales), However, whether "The Parson's Tale" is read

as a sincere statement of faith or a hopeless demonstration

of despair, it ¡nanifests Chaucer's reaction to the

unreliability of knowledge and experience, and to the

fundamenta-I inadequacy of finite mortaÌ reason.

Because "The Parson's Tale" presents a personal stance

that arises from guestioníng and contemplating the Church's

doctrine. Chaucer does not necessarily have Lo be pious,

solemn, or orthodox. Thus, even in his retractions, he can

be ironic and humorous because he has freed himself from

earthly authority.2l When he ob,serves that " \Al that is
writen is rv.riten for oure doctrine,, and that is myn

entente" (1083), responsibility is once again placed on the

reader: because of the mutab.le nature of language and the

inevitability of individual interpretation, it is the

21 fn Nausea and The Outsider, Sartre and Camus respectivefy
are ab.Ie to fínd humour in their representations of the
abrsurdities of human existence; likewise, ít would be
possible for Chaucer to appreciate, from even a position of
despair, the irony of humanity's attempts to find rationa]
certainty in an utterly uncertain universe.
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readerf s own fault íf he or she -learns a bad lesson.

Ironically, Chaucer lists "many a song and many a lecherous

Iay" ILABI] ) instead oí focusing his reader's attention on

hls didactic works: he refers directly only to "the

transfacion of Boece de Consolacione, and othere bookes of

legendes of seintes, and omelies, and morafitee, and

devocioun" (1087). Again, because of the uncertain nature of

.language and our inability to b)e compÌetely sure of anyone

e.Lse's meaning, it is up to the reader to determine whether

Chaucer's retraction is síncere. No matter how the read.er

choôses to interpret "The Parson's Tale" and the retraction
(i.e., as texts intended to be taken Ìiterally, ironically,

or both), Chaucer makes it clear that his philosophical

stance is his ol^rn: as "Gef frey" said, "I wot myse.lf best how

y stonde" (HF 1B7B).
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